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Executive Summary
In SKA Memo 93 we introduced the main concepts of the SKADS vision for the SKA.
Following a specifications review by the international project, culminating in the publication of
a preliminary ISPO/SPDO specification for the SKA (SKA Memo 100), we have revised the
SKADS vision to keep it in line with the international expectations for the SKA. Essentially,
the SKADS vision of the SKA matches the Phase 2 Aperture Array scenario (option 3c) of
Memo 100.The resulting system design is described in detail in this document and we also
highlight the way in which some parameters are likely to drive the system design and costs.
In this work we do not consider the Phase 1 SKA design because the Aperture Array
collectors do not feature heavily in the Phase 1 design.
This work has been conducted using information from throughout the SKADS project and
using some costs from the early costing tool, SKACost (see SKA Memo 92). SKADS is
currently working in collaboration with the SPDO to develop a more sophisticated costing tool:
this has not been used to determine the costs and scaling relations in this document, instead
we have used an updated version of the spreadsheet approach that was used in Memo 93. In
future, it is anticipated that the new costing tool will be used to determine cost and
performance trade-offs with greatly improved functionality compared to a spreadsheet.
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In essence, the SKA Phase 2 AA Scenario consists of two different collector types: dishes
and aperture arrays. There are about 2,400 dishes, each 15m diameter with wide-band,
single pixel feeds which cover the frequency range from 700 MHz to 10 GHz, and have a
bandwidth of 4 GHz. Half of these dishes are within the 5km-diameter core, one-quarter are
between the core and 180 km (radius) and the remaining quarter are spread out from 180 km
to 3,000 km radius.
The aperture array collectors consist of two types: low-frequency sparse antennas functioning
from 70 MHz up to 450 MHz (the AA-lo) and mid-frequency close-packed antennas (the AAhi) working from 300 MHz up to 1 GHz. To achieve the target sensitivity, with assumed
receiver temperatures for the AA-lo and AA-hi of 50K and 30K, respectively, 250 arrays of
antennas are used; for the AA-lo, each array is 180m diameter and for the AA-hi each is 56m
diameter. The AA collectors are spread out over 180km in radius from the core of the SKA,
with two-thirds of the collectors for the AA-hi and the AA-lo situated within separate but
nearby cores of 5km diameter. Outside these cores the arrays are co-located so that a single
AA “Station” consists of an AA-hi array, an AA-lo array and the processing for both of these:
there is then one data link per AA Station, taking the data back to the processing facility and
enabling either AA-lo data or AA-hi data, or a combination of both to be used.
We have assessed the scientific potential of the SKA Phase 2 AA Scenario and find that it is
likely to be adequate for all key science projects apart from the Cradle of Life, and that with
the large field-of-view of the aperture arrays it should perform as an excellent survey
instrument.
In addition to considering the costs of components within this specific design we have studied
the ways in which certain parameters are likely to affect the cost. One of the most critical
single parameters for the AA-hi is the receiver temperature, Trec, since this is the major
contributor to the system temperature Tsys in the AA-hi frequency range. If low noise, well
matched amplification systems can be produced that give a 10% improvement in the total
system temperature then there is a proportionate saving in collector requirements which
translates across the board, reducing not only the antenna and beamforming costs but also
the analogue and digital data transport costs and the correlator costs. Conversely, for a fixed
budget, if an appropriately low Tsys cannot be achieved, the sensitivity of the SKA will be
compromised.
The layout described in SKA Memo 100 is not specific about the placement of dishes and
aperture arrays outside the core: a study in this paper has found that the data transport costs
can vary by a factor of two for the Aperture Arrays, whilst in all cases meeting the proposed
layout specifications but changing the emphasis placed on sub-10km distances. It is crucial
that the trade-off between station position and data transport costs is carefully addressed in
future work since the impact on cost can be significant.
Overall, the work done in the preparation of this document suggests that the AA Scenario
remains a realistic option for the SKA: of the costs that we include here we have make a total
estimate of the cost as €1.5 Billion (NPV). There are some significant costs missing from this
estimate, namely, infrastructure (roads, buildings: we do include infrastructure costs for the
dish mounts and the aperture array antenna support structures), software development and
project management. We also only include the cost of one correlator system (estimated from
the SKACost tool) whereas it is possible that the different requirements of the AA and Dish
systems may require separate correlators.
So, although the total cost of an SKA would come out above the target budget of €1.5Bn
NPV, the total is close: future developments are focussed on lowering the costs of
components, while improving their performance, particularly for mass production of the AA-hi
antennas. Cost reduction is a major part the development phase of the programme during
PrepSKA – the Aperture Array Verification Programme, AAVP. Currently the AAs give
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sensitivity 30% higher than the target sensitivity on boresight, so it is possible that the
collecting area built could be reduced whilst maintaining much of the desired scientific
capability. Aperture arrays working in the sub-1GHz band remain an exciting option for the
SKA, with the potential to deliver excellent survey speeds and flexibility beyond the
capabilities of single pixel feed dishes or focal plane arrays.

1.

Introduction

This document is the second in a series of papers describing the design and cost modelling
of the SKADS Benchmark Scenario. The SKADS Benchmark Scenario is one realisation of
an SKA system design. Since the publication of the first paper in this series (SKA memo 93),
the international SKA project has started a specifications review – one of the three options
being considered is similar in concept to the original SKADS Benchmark scenario although
with important differences. In this paper we present an update of the Benchmark Scenario,
which has been modified to bring it into line with the proposals in the international project:
specifically option 3(c) proposed by the SKA Specifications Tiger Team in SKA Memo 100.
In section 2 we review the overall SKA specification used in this document; section 3 gives a
summary of the scientific critique of the design. In section 4 we present the outline costs from
the various design blocks and as a complete system and in section 5 we analyse the way in
which these costs will scale with various parameters. In section 6 we discuss the
interpretation of the specifications and the design concepts in more detail. Section 7
introduces the costing methodology we adopt and in section 8 the specific design choices
used in this costing round are presented. A brief overview of the trade-offs for analogue or
digital first stage beamforming is given in Section 9. Finally, the future work outlining the cost
reduction approaches and development on the costing tool are discussed in Section 10.

2.

Specification Overview

In this document we discuss a system design, cost estimates and scaling arguments for an
SKA realisation that represents option 3(c) discussed in SKA Memo 100. This realisation
comprises three different collectors covering different, but overlapping, frequency ranges.
The target specification is shown in §11.1. To meet the full frequency range of the SKA, it is
necessary to use multiple collector technologies; for the lowest frequency range up to
approximately 450 MHz the system temperature is dominated by sky noise. A sparse
aperture array is the only viable collector technology which provides an increasing effective
area with increasing wavelength, thereby partially mitigating the effects of increasing sky
noise. All proposed realisations of the SKA employ such a sparse aperture array. Moreover, it
is also clear that at the higher frequencies from ~1.5 GHz upwards the only viable method of
obtaining the necessary effective area is to use some form of concentrator and hence this
frequency range is always covered by mechanical reflectors, typically parabolic dishes.
A key requirement of the SKA is high survey speed, particularly for the detection of neutral
hydrogen using the rest-frame 1421 MHz line. This becomes increasingly difficult even at
modest redshift (z≥0.5), corresponding to approximately 1 GHz, due to the weakness of the
emission and the large distances involved. Survey speed depends on sensitivity, bandwidth
and observed field-of-view (FoV): maximising the combination of these parameters is clearly
important. Indeed the SKA, being a survey instrument, needs a wide FoV at all frequencies to
complement high sensitivity.
The approach used in the original SKADS Benchmark Scenario was to choose the upper
frequency of phased aperture arrays to match the survey speed requirement of the very deep
observations starting at ~1 GHz and then to choose a dish configuration for higher
frequencies which provided simplicity and maintained reasonable survey speed. By limiting
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the low frequency requirements for the dish to 700-900 MHz a relatively small reflector of
6.1m diameter was selected.
Since the first version of the benchmark scenario was published the international project has
considered in detail a range of possible SKA realisations and associated specifications. This
has resulted in the specification of a larger antenna diameter of 15 m. This solution has been
chosen to be common to all possible realisations of the SKA system – it is a compromise
between optimal solutions if the SKA were to consist either of just dishes with single pixel
feeds or just dishes with some fraction equipped with phased focal plane arrays. There are a
number of practical advantages to adopting a 15-m antenna as the high-frequency
component of the SKA realisation which includes a mid-frequency aperture array:
•

The dish acts as a risk mitigation in the event that the mid-frequency AA cannot be
delivered to cost

•

The common dish specification across all realisations of the SKA enables much
greater flexibility of planning and design for the phased deployment of the telescope.

The aperture array is split into a low frequency (70 MHz – 450 MHz) antenna array and a
‘close packed’ mid-frequency array working from 300 MHz to 1 GHz. The low-frequency array
(the AA-lo) gives low cost collectors and a large collecting area. It is the mid-frequency
aperture array (AA-hi hereafter) which is the main technical development in SKADS.
The collectors used in this Benchmark Scenario are shown in Table 1. The frequency ranges
of the three collecting types are chosen to overlap in order to ease calibration and to enable
two collectors to be used together in the frequency overlaps.
Table 1: Overview of the SKA specification used in this document
Freq. Range

Collector

Sensitivity
2

70 MHz to
450 MHz

Aperture array
(AA-lo)

4,000 m /K at
100 MHz

300 MHz to
1 GHz

Aperture array
(AA-hi)

10,000 m /K at
800 MHz

700 MHz to
10 GHz

Dishes with
single pixel
feed

10,000 m /K at
1 GHz

Number / size

Distribution

250 arrays,
Diameter 180 m

66% within core
5 km diameter, rest
along 5 spiral arms
out to 180 km radius

2

250 arrays,
Diameter 56 m

2

2,400 dishes
Diameter 15 m

50% within core
5 km diameter, 25%
between the core
and 180 km, 25%
between 180 km and
3,000 km radius.

The AA-hi (300 MHz to 1 GHz) is almost identical in scope to the “Mid-Freq AA” that was
discussed in SKA Memo 93: we have updated costs to take in the latest technological
advances and updated the data transfer rates. To simplify this initial cost model, we have
chosen to base the mid-frequency collector elements on Vivaldi antennas spaced at 21 cm
(0.7λ for the maximum 1 GHz frequency). This design choice was made because the SKADS
consortium already has considerable experience in using Vivaldi horns arranged in a similar
manner. In practice this is likely to represent a ‘worst case’ design because any array
sparsing, high-volume manufacturing methods, or increased performance of the elements will
lead to a reduction in SKA cost.
The AA-lo (70 to 450 MHz) did not feature significantly in Memo 93: costs were taken from
the LOFAR antenna design and scaled up in number. In this round of the costing work we
have taken the AA-lo into consideration more carefully: our antenna costs are based on a
SKA Phase 2 AA Scenario
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single antenna element designed to work across the full 7:1 frequency band. We have not
optimised the design of this antenna as yet: significant work will be undertaken on this subject
within the SKADS and PrepSKA projects. However, it is important to consider an AA-lo
design since this array is complex and sizeable and therefore likely to require a significant
fraction of the budget – much more than the €40 million (2012) assigned to it in Memo 93.
The dishes are very different in size to those in Memo 93, at 15 m with prime focus,
compared with the 6.1 m diameter offset reflectors of Memo 93. In this document we simply
take the dish costs from the SKAcost code (see SKA Memo 92, [4]) to enable comparison
between the overall cost of the dishes and the aperture arrays, and an estimate of the total
SKA cost.
The specified performance for the SKADS Benchmark Scenario is laid out as option 3(c) in
SKA Memo 100. Key parameters have been set as follows:



The receiver temperature for the collectors has been set at:

o

Low-frequency aperture array (AA-lo): Trec = 50 K: Tsys is limited by sky noise

o

Mid-frequency aperture array (AA-hi): Trec = 30 K , giving (e.g.) Tsys = 37.3 K
at 800 MHz

o

Wide-band feeds: Trec = 30 K



Sensitivity: we have adopted sensitivities from SKA Memo 100:

o

AA-lo: 4,000 m2K-1 at 100 MHz,

o

AA-hi: 10,000 m K at 800 MHz,

o

Dishes: 10,000 m K at 1 GHz.



Field of View:

o

AA-lo: The available data rate will be equivalent to 200 degrees across the
band from 70 MHz to 450 MHz,

o

AA-hi: The available data rate will be equivalent to 250 degrees2 across the
band from 300 MHz to 1 GHz,

o

Dishes: The natural FoV for a 15m diameter dish is approximately
1 / (freq/1GHz)2 square degrees.



Concentration of collecting area: In the costings that we present here we
take the basic layout suggested in SKA Memo 100, limiting the distance out
to which AA stations are placed to 180 km radius from the core. The dishes,
which extend out to 3,000 km are distributed along 5 spiral arms out to
180 km (along with the AA stations) and then along 3 spiral arms that extend
from 180 km out to 3,000 km radius for the dishes alone. See Table 2 below.
In addition to this we have further concentrated the AA stations toward the
core as is discussed in section 5.1.



Dynamic range: we expect to meet this performance requirement of the
SKA by using well-understood prime-focus dishes with single pixel feeds and
aperture arrays with an unblocked aperture, physical stability and
considerable scope for calibration in many narrow frequency bands.

2

-1

2

-1

2
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Table 2: Layout of aperture arrays and dishes.
Collector

Dishes

Placement in array, out
to certain radial distance.

Fraction of
collector
within this
radial
distance

Number of
dishes within
this radial
distance

Aperture Arrays (AA -hi and -lo)
Fraction of
collector within
this radial
distance

Number of
stations
within this
radial
distance

Inner Core

0.5 km

20%

480

30% (AA-hi)
12% (AA-lo)

75 (AA-hi)
30 (AA-lo)

Outer Core

2.5 km

50%

1200

66%

165

5 spiral arms

180 km

75%

1800

100%

250

3 spiral arms

3000 km

100%

2400

-

-

2.1.

Overall SKA Design in this model

In this document we consider the SKA to be made up of three collector technologies, 15-m
dishes, AA-lo collectors and AA-hi collectors.
The overall SKA layout is shown schematically in Figure 1 and Figure 2. There are separate
cores for the three arrays, offset by about 3 km from each other. In the longer term,
consideration will be given to integrating the core more closely to determine if a more
effective system can be designed but in this document we take a generic layout to give us an
initial costing.
For this document we assume that the two AA cores are made up of discrete blocks, which
are the same blocks that form the AA stations outside the core: i.e. in the AA-lo core there are
165 circular groups of AA-lo antennas, each array 180 m diameter, similarly in the AA-hi core
there are 165 circular groups of AA-hi antennas, each 56 m diameter. Within the cores the
AA-lo data and AA-hi data are transported separately back into the central processing facility.
Outside of the core the AA-hi and AA-lo collectors are combined to form 85 stations. Each
station has one 180 m diameter group of AA-lo antennas and one 56 m diameter group of
AA-hi antennas (see Section 2.2). Some of the data processing is shared between the two
technologies and the same links are used to transport the data from either the AA-hi or the
AA-lo (or a combination of the two) back to the CPF.
The trade-off in total number of stations, station size, SKA sensitivity and FoV is still a subject
of considerable investigation and simulation within SKADS and the wider SKA project.
However, a preliminary number and distribution of stations is required for the costing
exercise. Two immediate and competing considerations are (a) that there are sufficient
stations to provide good aperture plane coverage which is essential to reach the required
dynamic range and (b) that the sensitivity of each station is sufficient to enable the station to
be calibrated. 250 stations distributed according to the SKA specification meets this need,
and leads to a station size well-matched to the needs of calibration.
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Spiral arm:
data transport
trench
Dishes
Separate cores
~5km diameter

Central
Processing
Facility

AA Station
180km

Dishes
AA-hi

Not to scale!

AA-lo

Figure 1: Overall SKA layout (Schematic only).

Figure 2: Core Layout (Schematic only).
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2.2.

Station Design: outside the core.

Each AA station comprises a 180 m diameter AA-lo array and a 54 m diameter AA-hi array.
The station layout is shown in Figure 3: the design has altered somewhat since the previous
document was written, primarily because the dishes now stand apart from the aperture
arrays. Each dish has its own set of fibres running along the trench and peeling off at the dish
– there is then no constraint on the dish positions along the spiral arms, which is important for
optimising their uv-coverage. The AA fibre can carry data from either the AA-hi or the AA-lo,
or a combination of both, provided that that total data rate is transmittable.
For the AA-hi collectors within a station there are multiple processing bunkers rather than just
one, as this reduces the analogue cable lengths. For the AA-hi in the core there are four
bunkers per station, and in the outer stations (i.e. outside the core and along the spiral arms)
there are six bunkers per station; this is because for the outer stations the data from the AA-lo
are combined in the AA-hi bunkers too so more bunkers are required. Because having six
bunkers further reduces the analogue cable lengths and cost, the cost of the extra bunkers is
almost completely off-set. Each bunker must provide the RFI shielding for the processing
electronics and house the cooling equipment.
For the AA-lo, the collectors are too large to allow analogue copper cable to be used to get
data to large bunkers, instead the analogue signals are passed along copper cable to local
“processing boxes” (purple squares in Figure 3). They are then digitised, beam-formed and
put onto optical fibres (the AA-lo Intra station fibres) and sent to the station level processors
situated in the AA-hi bunkers.

AA station

Figure 3: AA station layout (outside the core).
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2.3.

Aperture Array Sensitivity
2

The sensitivity specification of 10,000 m /K is met (or exceeded) out to scan angles of 30
degrees with 250 AA-hi stations each of 56.3 m diameter and with elements spaced 21 cm
apart. This assumes an aperture efficiency of 80%, a system temperature of 37K and that the
sensitivity at 30 degrees is 75% of that at boresight. Such an array is under-sampled at
frequencies above 700 MHz but electromagnetic coupling between the elements should
ensure that the sensitivity remains good at 800 MHz and decreases only slightly with
frequency up to 1 GHz. On boresight at ~800 MHz the sensitivity would be very close to
2
13,000 m /K.
We choose the diameter of the AA-lo such that the same number of stations are required to
reach full sensitivity as for the AA-hi, since the AA-lo and AA-hi collectors outside the core will
share station-level processing and long-haul data links. A sensitivity requirement of
2
4,000 m /K at 100 MHz is met by having 250 AA-lo stations of 180 m diameter. This assumes
that the elements have an average spacing of half a wavelength at 100 MHz and again that
the sensitivity is 75% of the boresight value and an aperture efficiency of 80%. The validity of
these assumptions will depend upon the beam response of the AA-lo antennas. As with the
AA-hi, the boresight sensitivity will be higher, reaching above 5,000 m2/K at 100 MHz. Due to
the decreasing sky noise with increasing frequency, the sensitivity on boresight is greater
2
than 6,000 m /K at 200 MHz.
The estimated total (boresight) sensitivity of the AA-lo, AA-hi and both combined is shown as
a function of frequency in Figure 4. We assume that the receiver temperatures for each
collector type are constant with frequency and account for the changing sky brightness
temperature.

A/T total, 250 stations - Boresight sensitivity
16000
14000

A/Tsys

12000
10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
0
0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

frequency (MHz)
AA-lo, Trec 50K, 180m diameter, f(Nyq)=100MHz
AA-hi, Trec 30K, 56m diameter, f(Nyq) = 714MHz
Combined total

Figure 4: Aperture array sensitivity as a function of frequency, for 250 stations of 56.3m
diameter for AA-hi and 180m diameter for the AA-lo.
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3.

Scientific Critique

The SKA design is based on the technical requirements of the science goals, which are
dominated by survey science and have been divided into five Key Projects. These are: 1) The
Cradle of Life; 2) Cosmic Magnetism; 3) Strong Field Tests of Gravity using Pulsars; 4) The
Epoch of Reionisation; and 5) Cosmic Large Scale Structure. The science goals are
described in detail in the SKA Science book, [3]. While there is much emphasis on the Key
Science projects, there is a necessity to maximise the SKA’s capabilities and flexibility in
order to create an instrument with the ability to be used in unforeseen ways, and which can
make discoveries which go beyond present-day understanding of astrophysical phenomena.
Here we comment on the technical requirements for each SKA Key Project.
3.1.
Cradle of Life
The Cradle of Life project is almost entirely dependant on frequencies greater than 10 GHz.
As currently proposed, the first two SKA Phases will include frequencies up to 10 GHz. It is
internationally proposed that the higher frequencies (from 10 to ~35 GHz) be added to the
SKA in Phase-3. The current design has dish accuracy of 1.5 mm RMS, and cannot
accommodate frequencies beyond 10 GHz or so. The upgrade path for SKA to Phase-3 will
require new dishes as well as receivers for the high frequencies.
An improved specification on dish RMS would open the possibility of using the same dishes
equipped with high frequency receivers in Phase-3. Even an RMS of 1.0 mm with an
efficiency of 90% at 8 GHz would have 50% efficiency at 20 GHz and make a significant
difference to the level of high frequency science that could be done - especially in Cradle of
Life but also the Galactic Centre pulsars. The high frequency receivers can come later as an
upgrade but it would be beneficial to keep a dish upgrade path open from the start if at all
possible.
The larger size of the currently proposed 15 m dishes, compared with smaller (e.g. 10-12 m)
dishes does make it more difficult to extend the upper frequency range: 1.0 mm RMS is more
readily achievable for a smaller dish and the pointing and tracking accuracy required for high
frequencies is likely to prove less of a challenge than with 15 m dishes.
3.2.
Cosmic Magnetism
The Faraday rotation survey can be done with the current benchmark scenario. The key
specification is the maximum baseline and the current specification of 180 km for the AA is
acceptable. For frequencies above 1 GHz, which may be useful for mapping magnetic fields
in resolved galaxies or in regions of very high rotation measure where depolarisation at lower
frequencies is a problem, the dishes will be used. A larger dish size will give a slower survey
speed than a smaller dish size would but this is not a major issue since the majority of the
magnetic survey work will be done with wide FoV technology.
3.3.
Strong Field Tests of Gravity using Pulsars
The aperture array configuration layout for this scenario has a substantial fraction of the
collecting area within the central 1 km diameter of the core which, compared to the
Benchmark Scenario of Memo 93, will increase the pulsar sensitivity significantly: increasing
the fraction within the central core from 20% to 30% gives a 50% improvement in Pulsar
sensitivity.
For higher frequencies, the implementation using WBSPF 15-metre dishes leads to a very
2
small field of view (FoV) (0.64 deg at 1.4 GHz). This will limit the pulsar survey speed,
2
particularly for the galactic plane survey. Such a survey, covering about 2,000 deg with a
dwell time of 30 minutes would take 65 days of time on source. Using a 10-metre dish with a
2
single pixel feed (having a FoV of 1.45 deg ) it would take only 29 days to survey the galactic
plane. The computational requirements for the analysis of the survey data scale linearly with
the FoV so a small FoV would in principle be less computationally expensive. However, the
SKA Phase 2 AA Scenario
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minimum computational requirements for the pulsar work will be set by the
AA-hi, which needs to survey with a large enough FoV (about 3 deg2) to cover the sky of
2
about 30,000 deg in a reasonable time frame, and so are not reduced by moving to larger
dishes.
Because, for the pulsar work, the channel width is so fine, it is not likely that raw observing
data will be storable for future analysis: instead the Central Processing Facility should include
sufficient computation power for real-time data analysis, enabling the frequency channels to
be collapsed together for data storage (or continuum observations) and only those pulsar
data corresponding to detections at particular frequencies and dispersion measures be kept
17
as Pulsar survey results. Ideally a real-time pulsar survey analysis requires about 10 ops.
The ability to add signals from different elements would double the sensitivity in the
overlapping frequency ranges (e.g. 700 MHz to 1 GHz). This would be of great importance for
high precision timing of some hundred selected radio pulsars.
3.4.
The Epoch of Reionisation
The SKA will be a second generation HI experiment for EoR, therefore the scientific goal
should be to form images in addition to making a statistical measurement of the signal.
Imaging capabilities are required at least for the lower redshifts where there is high signal to
noise per pixel. For imaging, the figure of merit is 10 mK per pixel. It may be necessary to
average over a solid angle, or over frequency, in order to lower the final noise. However, we
would then eliminate our ability to measure the small scale structure, in addition to reducing
the signal amplitude because of averaging.
To fully understand the onset and evolution of the EoR, the SKA must have the capability to
make statistical measurements of the signal (e.g. power spectrum) at redshifts out to 11 and
beyond. For HI this corresponds to a lower frequency limit at least a low as 118 MHz.
2

The current benchmark scenario specifies 4,000 m /K at 100 MHz, which should correspond
2
to around 6.5 km of total collecting area. With such a large total area there are physical limits
on the fraction that can be placed within 1km diameter, amounting to about 12% of the total
2
area. Conservatively assuming that only 7% of the 4,000 m /K is inside 1km diameter, this
would allow imaging scales down to 0.8 Mpc at 100 MHz (z=13.2) along the line of sight, with
a pixel noise of 8 mK.
With 66% of the collector area within the central 5km the noise would be 7 mK per pixel. This
assumes a frequency resolution of 0.5 MHz, which corresponds to 10 Mpc along the line of
sight and 2' angular resolution (all at 100MHz), giving a resolution of 6 Mpc transverse to the
line of sight.
The imaging capability improves at higher frequencies (as angular resolution improves and
sky noise decreases), although the improvement might be less than expected due to the
dependence of effective area on the square of frequency as the array becomes sparse. The
current configuration would enable imaging above 100 MHz for scales above 0.8 Mpc in size
(this is model dependent but in the worst case scenario, we would have to probe larger
scales).
The large FoV of the current benchmark specification means that for power spectrum
measurements the AA-lo should perform adequately even at 70 MHz (z=19.3). Detailed
simulations currently underway within SKADS DS2 will test the observation pipeline and will
give a more quantitative answer on sources of error in the power spectrum measurement
(including foregrounds).
The minimum baseline required is determined by the largest required angular scales, and the
target here should be at least 1 degree, if not higher. Correlating tiles separately in the core
would enable baselines down to ~10 wavelengths at 100 MHz, corresponding to angular
scales of around 6 degrees. In principle, forming tile beams by combining the data from
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overlapping groups of antennas in the core would allow this to be pushed up significantly
higher, though the current designs do not include this feature.
3.5.
The Evolution of Galaxies and Cosmic Large-Scale Structure
9
The main experiment in this key science area is a large-sky-area survey of ~10 HI-emitting
objects out to high redshift (z≈2). We further assume that the Phase-1 dish-based SKA will
have delivered multiple measurements e.g. split by galaxy type, galaxy mass etc of the power
2
spectrum, P(k), over ~20,000 deg out to redshift z~0.35 and at least one (mildly shot-noise
limited) measurement of P(k) out to z ~0.75.
Together these assumptions mean that the upper-frequency-limit of 1 GHz in the AA-hi of the
current system design is adequate. In fact the upper-frequency limit could perhaps be
lowered without losing significant science and certainly an effective area dropping as
-2
frequency above ~800 MHz should be acceptable, although this still relies in part on
uncertain extrapolations of the HI-mass function. We hope experiments with SKA pathfinders
will remove such uncertainties by providing stacked statistical detections of HI at high redshift.
The lower frequency limit of ~300 MHz corresponds to HI at z ~3.6. The combination of
sensitivity and FoV is therefore acceptable, but only assuming that the HI mass function
agrees with the predictions of the SKADS HI simulations; these are optimistic in comparison
with other models for the evolution of the HI mass function (see Abdalla & Rawlings 2005,
[1]). This calculation is based on the assumption that the longest reasonable survey time is
10-years on-sky exposure. The specified sensitivity of the AA-hi requires about one month of
on-sky exposure to reach z ~2 in the mildly-shot-noise-limited regime (if the SKADS HI
simulations prove to be accurate). This suggests that in 5 years of observing a total of 15,000
square degrees could be mapped; about 1/3 of the whole sky.
For the primary experiment, there is no requirement to maintain the wide fields of view on
baselines longer than ~50 km, since then the synthesized beam size starts to become
significantly smaller than the likely (~10kpc) characteristic size scale of the emission, and the
sensitivity begins to drop dramatically. For similar reasons, the central concentration of
collecting area in the core is sufficient and necessary. Confusion is not a serious problem for
the measurement of the power spectrum since the high resolution in frequency (and hence
redshift) separates pairs of galaxies unless they lie close enough together in redshift
-1
(~1000km s , i.e. a few MHz) for them to be potentially in the same cluster.

4.
4.1.
4.1.1.

Overall costs
Assumptions
Economics: description of roll-out assumption used to convert from 2011 to
2007 NPV.

In this costing model we have not used a sophisticated method for dealing with spend rates
and Net Present Values (NPVs): this is dealt with very well in the forthcoming SKA costing
tool but here we take a simpler approach based on a steady spending profile.
NPV calculations are based on an inflation rate and a “discount” rate, which is essentially the
rate of growth that an investment made today could have above inflation. We assume
inflation at 4% and a growth/discount rate of 3% - i.e. investments increase in real terms at
3%, but in Euro-terms at 7%. A Euro invested now in 2007 has a NPV of 1 Euro, but will be
5
worth 1.07 = 1.4 Euros in 5 years’ time – however inflation will have raised the costs by a
5
factor of 1.04 = 1.22, so the real terms spending power of the money will have increased by
a factor of 1.15 (=1.4/1.22).
Because we are costing this design in a spreadsheet we have taken a fairly global approach
to calculating the total NPV of this SKA design. We use the proposed SKA timeline and total
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expected NPV cost to calculate an NPV spend rate over the project build time:
€75 million NPV per year in Phase 1 (€300 million over 4 years Jan 2012 to Dec 2015) and
€300 million NPV per year in Phase 2 (€1,200 million over 4 years Jan 2016 to Dec 2019).
We then convert this NPV spending profile into real Euros in the year that they are spent and
then de-inflate these values to 2011 values: this give a total SKA cost in terms of 2011 Euros,
which is the date that the SKADS costs are given in. The conversion factor from NPV to 2011
Euros is a multiplication of 1.54, i.e. for each Euro invested in 2007 on average, it will be
worth 1.54 Euros to the project, in 2011 real terms.
4.1.2.

Moore’s Law

The costs that the SKADS design block teams calculate for the individual components are
2011 costs: these assume Moore’s Law improvements in chip costs up to 2011. However,
since the majority of the components will be bought much later than 2011 we have applied 4years’ worth of extra Moore’s law cost reduction (a factor of 4) to the processing and control
chips. This makes a difference of around €20 million NPV to the total SKA cost (a difference
of 1%).
4.2.

Overall costs for this SKA design.

The total cost of an SKA with this specification is estimated at €1.5 Billion Euros NPV (2007)
with an uncertainty of around 22%.
The contributions to these costs are shown in Figure 5. Clockwise from top, the contributions
are:
1) AA-lo collectors: the 180 m diameter stations of AA-lo antennas, receivers, analogue
data transport, supports, processing boards and processing boxes in the core and in
the outer stations. See section 8.8.
2) Fibre: AA-lo outer intra station: this is the cost of the short fibre links that connect the
AA-lo processing boxes with the processing bunkers situated under the AA-hi
collectors, for the AA stations that are outside the core.
3) AA-hi collectors: This is the cost of the 85 AA-hi stations that are situated outside the
core, and the 135 that are within the AA-hi core. Costs include antennas, receivers,
analogue data transport, mechanical supports, covering, processing boards and
processing bunkers.
4) Station level processing: This cost represents the Aperture Array Station-level
processing – the formation of station beams from the AA-lo or AA-hi tile beams.
5) Dishes: the cost of the dishes is taken from the SKAcost tool and includes the dish,
receiver and digitising electronics.
6) Fibre (Optical Data links)
a. AA-lo core: Fibre and equipment to carry AA-lo tile beam data to the CPF for
the AA-lo core.
b. AA-hi core: Fibre and equipment to carry the AA-hi Station level beams from
the AA-hi core processing bunkers to the CPF.
c.

AA outer: This is the fibre and equipment to carry the AA-station station level
beam data from the outer AA-stations back to the CPF.

d. Dishes: Fibre and equipment to carry the Dish data from every dish back to
the CPF.
Note that the costs of the data links have not been optimised: there are many
possible trade-offs that may affect the cost and which will be considered in more
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detail both within SKADS and as part of the international project, and which could
reduce the overall costs considerably. One example would be altering the number of
channels per fibre – affecting the multiplexer and amplifier requirements.

Correlator
4%

Clock, control,
phase standard
1%

Back end
computer
2%

AA-lo stations
11%

Trenching: all
6%

Fibre:AA-lo intra
station
1%

Fibre: All Dishes
4%
Fibre: AA outer
3%

AA-hi stations
25%

Fibre: AA-hi core
2%
Fibre:AA-lo core
2%

Station level
processors and
racks
4%
Dishes
35%

Figure 5: Total SKA cost breakdown.
7) Trenching: This is the cost of the trenching required to hold the fibres. The costs
include the 3 full spiral arms out to 3,000 km radius and the 2 arms that reach only to
180 km radius, allowing for curvature of the spiral. The cost also includes an estimate
for the trenching within the three cores. We take a cost of €10,000 per km (2011) for
the trenching.
8) Correlator: The costs for the correlator come directly from the SKAcost tool.
9) Clock, control, phase standard: cost of distributing phase standards to the AA
stations and the dishes.
10) The back-end processing: The costs of data processing are taken from the SKAcost
tool. This cost, of €34 million NPV assumes a scaling relation for the cost as
described in [4]. It is the estimated cost of the processing for a HI survey using 165
stations located on baselines within 5km baselines (corresponding to the AA core),
16,384 channels and 50 beams per station. This estimate is very low: for the AA data
rates used in this document the number of station beams would be of the order
1,000. Putting in a value for 1000 in scaling relation gives a cost estimate far in
excess of the one we present here (of over one billion Euros), though extra beamforming steps could help to reduce this somewhat. Clearly the design of the central
processing system will be very important for the SKA.
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5.

Cost Scaling

While it is important to understand how much a specific SKA design might cost, it is more
important to know how these costs vary with certain parameters. In this section we look at
some of the major design parameters and consider how they affect the total costs. Table 3,
below, shows some of these parameters and the areas of the SKA costing that they affect.

Table 3: Major design parameters and the cost contributors that they affect. See explanation
in text.
Collector
costs
1

AA Field of View
2

Sensitivity
Tsys

2
3

AA Station size
4
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1) The output data rate from the AA stations is a primary design consideration. For the
AA-hi the data rate is determined by the need to match the 250 square-degree field
of view across the entire 700 MHz band. For AAs only, data rate scales
proportionally to equivalent FoV and bandwidth, and the back end processing
requirements will increase proportionally with increased FoV for a fixed number of
stations and effective area. For the dishes the FoV is a fixed function of frequency
(and the data rate per dish scales proportionally to the bandwidth only).
2) The total sensitivity is proportional to the collecting area and inversely proportional to
Tsys: lower system temperature means less collecting area is required (fewer or
smaller stations / fewer dishes) to reach the sensitivity specification. This gives a
proportionally lower data rate to the correlator and (for dishes, or where the number
of stations is changed) this affects the correlation and back end computing
requirements.
3) For fixed total sensitivity the AA station area is inversely proportional to the number
of stations. The total data rate at the correlator is independent of station size and the
data transport costs are roughly constant, for fixed total sensitivity. The cost per unit
area is constant to first order too. Thus, the number of stations / station size only
affects the correlation and computing by changing the number of baselines.
4) For the dishes, the collector costs per unit do vary with dish diameter and, for single
pixel feeds, the data rate per dish is independent of the field of view, so the data
transport costs scale linearly with dish number, assuming a constant bandwidth. The
correlator and back end computing costs are expected to scale strongly with the
number of dishes, partially driving the current specification to 15 m diameter.
5) Bandwidth: the transported data rate is proportional to the bandwidth, so the data
transport and correlator costs scale proportionally. The computer costs scale with
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the number of channels rather than bandwidth, which leads to a proportionate cost
scaling with constant channel width.
6) Top frequency: the top frequency at which the aperture arrays must function affects
the antenna designs and potentially the antenna spacing. For the close-packed AAhi array, with a fixed station size increasing the antenna size and spacing results in
there being fewer receiver chains per station, which lowers the cost: see section 5.5.
7) The layout of the stations / dishes has a strong effect on the data transport costs and
on the trenching costs, as is discussed in detail in section 5.1. Moving away from a
spiral-arm configuration on the longer distances may significantly change the
trenching and data transport costs.
8) The trenching requirements are also somewhat affected by the numbers of
collectors, particularly in the cores where more collectors implies more trench. This
gives a dependence on sensitivity / Tsys and station or dish size. However, the core
trenching costs are currently only 1.6% of the total trenching costs, and these scale
(roughly) with the square-root of the number of collectors and so are never likely to
be significant. The spiral arm trenching costs are fixed by the radius and curvature of
each spiral arm and by the number of spiral arms. We cost the entirety of the
trenching out to 3000 km, i.e. we are not assuming that any commercial or national
networks are used.
5.1.

Data Transport Costs

The long-haul communications costs (from the collectors to the central processing facility)
contribute around 12% of the total SKA budget. In this costing exercise the AA stations have
very different data transport requirements to the dishes: the data rate per AA station is
16Tb/s, a factor of 200 higher than the data rate for the individual dishes of 80 Gb/s each.
However, the AA stations only extend out to 180 km from the core whereas the dishes sit on
spiral arms that extend to 3,000 km radius (around 4,500 km fibre length) from the core.
Because both the data rates and the positions of the dishes and the AA stations
different we have treated the dish links as totally separate from the AA station links.
one were to use the AA-station links for the dishes wherever possible (out of the
within 180 km) it would only save around €4 million NPV, though this may be a
strategy for Phase 1.

are very
In fact, if
core but
sensible

In the cost totals given we take the layout as shown in Table 2. We take costs for fibre from
the ALMA communications network, calculating an average cost per fibre per kilometre of €45
(2011). This cost includes jointing and installation etc. The AA station data transport network,
covering only the area out to 180 km radius and with high fibre numbers per station (and
hence per cable) should be fairly well modelled by the AMLA scaling and we are therefore
confident that the numbers we present for the AA data transport are reasonable. However, it
is important to stress that the data transport system has not been “designed”, and that
therefore the costs have not been optimised: significant cost reductions may occur when the
data transport network is optimised as a whole.
Dishes: outside core
We take the dishes to be spaced out in a log-periodic fashion along the spiral arms: spaced
by a factor of 1.036 on the five arms from 2.5 km to 180 km (120 steps) and by a factor of
1.014 on the three arms from 180 km to 3,000 km radius (200 steps). We further assume that
the fibre lengths required to get out to a particular radius are 1.5 times further than that
radius, i.e. to get out to a radius of 100 km the fibre (sitting in a spiralling trench) would have
to be 150 km long. Fibre costs for the dishes are based on each dish having its own bundle
(or tube) of 8 fibres, reaching from the dish back to the nearest OEO site. This is because it is
not practical to have any less than one tube in a cable.
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Figure 6: Data transport costs for the dishes as a function of link length.
The graphs in Figure 6 show the cost of transporting the 80 Gb/s for each dish, as a function
of the link length. The upper panel shows the small-distance behaviour more clearly. There
are several jumps to recognise: at a fibre distance of 10 km the cheap VCSEL lasers can no
longer be used and more expensive, distributed feedback (DFB) lasers directly modulated
and uncooled are used up to 50 km, followed by the same lasers but externally modulated
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and cooled for stability up to 80 km. For distances greater than 480 km we assume that
commercial lasers and other kit will need to be used and assign component costs
appropriately.
The long baselines beyond 80 km need optical amplification every 80 km. Beyond 800 km
there needs to be electrical regeneration by effectively receiving the signals and then
retransmitting them, at 800 km intervals (with nine sites of amplification in between, see [12]
though an 800km separation may be an overestimate for astronomy requirements). At the
OEO sites we assume that the number of channels, and hence data rate per fibre can be
increased, reducing the fibre count. For example, for four dishes at (say) around 900 km fibre
distance from the core we cost for one tube of 8 fibres for each dish, with 8 channel
multiplexing back to the OEO site at 800 km and then assume that the data from four dishes
can be put onto a single fibre with 32 channel multiplexing for the distance range 800 km
back to the core. This not only reduces the fibre costs but also cuts back the number of
amplifiers needed, since one amplifier is assumed to be able to do 16 channels. For dishes
close to but before the OEO sites it may be slightly cheaper to take the fibre away from the
core to the OEO site and then combine the data with that from other dishes, and the cheapest
option is taken. The total data transport costs for the outer dishes at 80 Gb/s per dish is
€54 million NPV.
Dishes: Inside core
Within the core we assume that analogue optical links will be used to transmit the data for the
dishes, each 2-fibre link (with 2 analogue lasers and 2 receivers) about 5km long is expected
to cost about €3,400 (2011), giving a total of around €4 million (2011) for the all the core
dishes.
In total, the data links for the dishes are estimated to cost about €56 Million NPV.
Aperture Array Stations (outside core)
For the dishes the data rate requirement is not high enough to need more than 8 channels of
multiplexing or more than one tube per dish. However, the AA-station data transport is made
cheaper by using 32-channel multiplexing for stations greater than 50 km fibre-distance from
the core as the fibre saving offsets the multiplexing / de-multiplexing costs. This means that
for the stations close to the core (within 50 km fibre length) there are 207 fibres per station,
but that beyond this distance there are only 57 fibres per station. (Of course, this is naïve:
cables come in fixed fibre-count sizes, so, e.g. 72-fibre cable would be used rather than 57
strands, but only 57 of the fibres in the cable would transport data.)
The outer AA-stations are distributed along the five spiral arms: there are 17 stations per arm
from 2.5 km to 180 km.
The aperture array data transport costs are strongly dependent on the station positions, as
shown for some example station positions in Figure 7: data transport for the stations below
7 km radius (10 km fibre) cost only one-fifth of those for the stations at 30 km radius (50 km
fibre): hence a significant cost saving can be made if the number of stations further than
10 km fibre distance from the correlator can be reduced. One way of reducing the distances
is to put a fixed fraction of the stations within some critical radius, spaced log-periodically, and
then to put the remainder of the stations also spaced log-periodically between that critical
radius and 180 km.
The outer aperture array stations are largely only required to reduce confusion noise and
therefore it has been suggested that even as little as 5% of the AA collectors could be placed
on longer baselines and still give the required performance. Taking the critical radius here to
be the radius within which 95% of the stations are located (leaving 5%, or 15 stations, on the
longer distances) we can investigate the effect that varying this radius has on the cost.
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Figure 7: Different AA-station data transport costs for varying station positions relative to the
core.
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Figure 8: Example station radius positions for R(95%) values of 10 km (top), 50 km (middle)
and 84.6 km (bottom).
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Examples of the station radius positions for differing R(95%) values are shown in Figure 8.
For reference the equivalent 95% radius for a single log-periodic distribution of stations
between 2.5 and 180 km radius is 84.6 km.
Costing results are shown in Figure 9. Clearly, if we are able to bring the stations nearer to
the core, especially if we can reduce the number of stations that are over 50 km fibre length
away, then some significant savings can be made. In this costing we have taken R(95%) as
10 km, giving a total data transport cost for the full data rate from the outer AA stations of €39
million NPV.
Within the SKADS Design Study 2, Task 2 (DS2T2) different station layouts are being tried in
simulations to test the impact that moving the stations toward the core has on the confusion
noise and to determine what the minimum requirements are. Results are anticipated shortly.
Similar savings could be made for the dishes by moving them nearer. Work on acceptable
configurations is very important in this respect.
The costs given in this document assume that Vertical-Cavity, Side-Emitting Lasers
(VCSELs) can be used on the short digital links (for the dishes and AAs): this technology is
not yet fully proven and so the costs are uncertain: if VCSELs cannot be used, the financial
risk amounts to about €33 million NPV.

AA comms costs with varying 95% radius
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Figure 9: AA outer stations data transport costs with varying station distribution.
5.2.

Cost scaling with collecting area

Many of the AA-hi, AA-lo and Dish costs scale linearly with collecting area. Fractional
changes in the collecting area result in the same fractional change in the overall dish or AA
cost. Collecting area requirements depend upon the sensitivity specification, the aperture
efficiency and the system temperature.
The dish collector and data transport costs amount to a total of €582 million NPV and the dish
requirements drive the correlator cost of €63 million NPV, so in total €645 million NPV scales
with the number of dishes, for changes of a few percent. A 10% change in the number of
15 m dishes will therefore give rise to a change in the total SKA cost of around €65 million
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NPV. (In reality though, correlator costs will scale more strongly than linearly with dish
number.)
2

AA-lo: The current sensitivity specification for the AA-lo is 4,000 m /K at 100 MHz, which is
met by having 250 stations each of 180 m diameter. The AA-lo costs in total (for intra station
data transport, AA-lo core data transport and the AA-lo stations) amount to €212 million NPV.
A 10% change in the AA-lo collector area would therefore change the total SKA cost by
€20 million NPV.
AA-hi: The specification for this array is 10,000 m2/K at 800 MHz, met with 250 stations each
of 56 m diameter. The AA-hi specific costs (including the station level processors) amount to
€450 million NPV: a 10% change in the AA-hi collector area would result in a €45 million NPV
change in the total SKA cost.
The shared AA station data transport costs are €39 million NPV. These costs are driven by
whichever array requires the most data transport: in the current spec. this is the AA-hi
(16.5 Tb/s per station, compared to 13.5 Tb/s per station for the AA-lo). Thus a 10% change
in the AA-lo collector area (and hence data rate) would not affect the outer data transport
costs but a 10% change in the AA-hi collector area would result in a change of €3.9 million
NPV.
Figure 10 shows how the total cost estimated in this document would scale if the areas of
Dishes, AA-hi and AA-lo were all scaled down together.

Total SKA cost with reduced collecting area

Total SKA cost (Euros, NPV)
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Figure 10: Total SKA cost, with amount of collecting area lowered proportionally for Dishes,
AA-hi and AA-lo.
5.3.

Cost scaling with FoV (or transported data rate)

For the Aperture Arrays the FoV is not fixed: for a given amount of data transport the FoV can
be traded against the bandwidth and number of bits per sample to match the fixed total data
rate. The FoV given here is the FoV that the transported data rate is equivalent to, assuming
that the full bandwidth is used and the same FoV is used across the whole band. Changing
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the specified FoV is therefore analogous to changing the data rate, if the bandwidth remains
fixed. The data transport costs scale with the data rate: the AA-hi drives the data transport
costs on the outer stations. The total cost for the data transport that scale with the AA-hi FoV
(core AA-hi data transport plus AA-station data transport) is €72 million NPV. Reducing the
equivalent FoV for the AA-hi from 250 to (say) 225 square degrees would lower the data
transport costs by €7 million NPV.
The data transport costs that scale with the AA-lo data rate (for the fibres linking the AA-lo
tiles to the station processors for the outer AA-stations and the fibres linking the AA-lo tiles
directly to the CPF in the core) amount to €50 million NPV. Increasing / reducing the data rate
from the AA-lo by 10% would raise / lower this cost by about €5 million NPV, though note that
increasing the data rate beyond the AA-hi data rate (which is currently about 30% higher than
and AA-lo station data rate) above 250 would increase the long-distance data transport
requirements too.
As an extreme example, if the equivalent FoV of both of the AAs was reduced to 100 square
degrees the total SKA cost would come down by about €50 million NPV. However, if one
were to build such an SKA with only 100 square degrees FoV, for just €50 million extra (3%
of the total budget) the survey speed of the instrument could be more than doubled for the AA
bands.
5.4.

Cost scaling with maximum scan angle specification

For the AAs the sensitivity requirement has been taken in this document to be the minimum
value of sensitivity out to some specified scan angle. For an array of Vivaldi antennas the
directivity, or effective area of the array is anticipated to fall off with scan angle, θ,
2
approximately as cos (θ). 250 stations, each 56m in diameter and with an aperture efficiency
2
of 80% and with Tsys of 37.3K, give a boresight sensitivity of about 13,000 m /K at 800 MHz,
2
and the sensitivity should remain above 10,000 m /K out to 30 degrees.

Collecting area requirements vs max angle
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Figure 11: AA collecting area requirements as a function of scan angle specification, relative
to the 30-degree requirements.
2

As a result of this cos (θ) dependence the scan angle at which the sensitivity is specified has
a large effect on the total area of aperture array that must be built, as shown in Figure 11:
reducing the angle to (say) 20 degrees would mean that 15% less collecting area could be
built whilst still meeting the sensitivity specification (saving around €110 million NPV,
assuming that the AA-lo and AA-hi could both be reduced by 15%). Conversely, insisting that
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2

the sensitivity spec of 10,000 m /K is met out to 45 degrees would require 50% more
collecting area for the aperture arrays, amounting to an extra ~€370 million NPV.
Investigation into observing modes is important to establish what range of scan angles are
likely to require “full” sensitivity since this can clearly have a significant impact on the total
cost and the chosen specification angle will need to be very well justified.
5.5.

Cost scaling with Antenna spacing for the AA-hi

In this document we have chosen an antenna spacing of 21cm for the AA-hi antennas. This
means that for frequencies above 714 MHz the AA-hi under-samples the incoming wave-front
– i.e. it appears sparse: mutual coupling between elements keeps the sensitivity high up until
about 800 MHz, but above this frequency the sensitivity decreases with increasing frequency.
However, for fixed a fixed station size, increasing the antenna spacing reduces the number of
2
elements required per station by a factor of the spacing , which proportionally reduces the
number of LNAs, feed-boards, and antenna components required as well as reducing (also
proportionally, to first order) the number of analogue cables and processing boards required
per station.
In Figure 12 below, we show how the cost of an AA-hi station consisting of antennas,
infrastructure (antenna supports, processing bunkers etc), digital processing boards and
analogue cabling is expected to vary with antenna spacing. In SKA Memo 93 an antenna
spacing of 18cm was assumed: here we use 21cm, which lowers the cost of the SKA by
around €500,000 per station (2011) saving €125 million (2011) in total (about €81 million
NPV).

Estimated cost per AA station: variation with antenna
spacing
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Figure 12: Estimated cost of AA-hi Station as a function of antenna spacing (or size).
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6.
6.1.

Detailed description of the design and interpretation of the
specification.
AA-hi Aperture Array Sensitivity
2

The sensitivity specification for the AA-hi is 10,000 m /K. The maximum scan angle
previously (Memo 93) was assumed to be 45 degrees, but in the earlier analysis no account
was taken of the change in sensitivity as a function of angle that comes from the Element
Response. As mentioned in Section 5.4, we anticipate that the overall array sensitivity for a
2
Vivaldi array will fall off with scan angle, θ, like cos (θ). We take 30 degrees as the maximum
scan angle at which the sensitivity specification must be met and assume that at this angle
the sensitivity will be reduced by a factor of 0.75 relative to boresight. At all scan angles less
than 30 degrees, the sensitivity will exceed the specified 10,000 m2/K.
2

The sensitivity specification of 10,000 m /K is met at 800 MHz with 250 AA-hi stations each of
56.3 m diameter and with elements spaced 21cm apart. Such an array is under-sampled at
frequencies above 714MHz, but mutual coupling between the elements should ensure that
the sensitivity remains high up to 800 MHz.
In Memo 100 the specification is given as the sensitivity at 45 degrees scan angle, but the
analysis of 5.4 has shown that this would be very expensive.
6.2.

Data rate requirements

The total data rates available on the wide-area networks will ultimately determine the
capability of the instrument. In this work we calculate the data rate required from each
aperture array station by taking the FoV to be constant across the band (200 square degrees
FoV for the AA-lo and 250 square degrees for the AA-hi) and therefore retaining appropriate
numbers of beams at different frequencies across the full band. There are thus fewer beams
required at the lower frequencies as the station beam size increases. We use the data rate
thus obtained to calculate the amount of fibre required per station and to estimate the
processing requirements.
In practise it is likely that the FoV will not be constant across the band for the AAs: for the AAhi (300-1000 MHz) for example, in an HI-survey mode, the FoV at the higher end of the band
could be smaller than at the lower frequencies so that a survey can be conducted which
results in constant sensitivity to HI mass as a function of redshift (see Section 3.5 and SKA
Memo 100). Of course, for observations that require fixed FoV across the band this would
remain feasible: one of the key benefits of the AA approach is the flexibility to trade FoV for
extra bandwidth provided that the resulting FoV does not become overly affected by the
Element response (i.e. the primary beam), or the, if applicable, the analogue beamformer
output beam.
The calculated data rates depend upon the station size (i.e. they are proportional to station
-1
area): for AA-hi stations of 300 tiles (56.3 m diameter) the station data rate is 16.5 TBit s ,
assuming Nyquist sampling, 2 polarisations, 4 bits per sample and 8:10 bit encoding. The
data rate for the AA-lo is slightly lower, at 13.4 Tb/s, with the same assumptions but only 200
square degrees FoV.
The data rate per dish is 80 Gb/s, assuming 4 (or 2) GHz bandwidth and 4 (or 8) bits per
sample, Nyquist sampling, 2 polarisations and 8:10 bit encoding.
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6.3.

Processing

The overall processing is illustrated in Figure 13 which shows the mechanism for bringing
together data from all the collector technologies. Each of the major design blocks in this
schematic are described below in some detail. Briefly, all the collector technologies deliver
received data in an analogue format to the bunker. From there the data have some analogue
signal processing, including gain, equalisation, or frequency shifting as appropriate. The data
are then digitised. All technologies are processed as required in a first stage of signal
processing (each of the blue boxes). The results from this first stage processing are passed
via an internal bunker digital link to the ‘station processors’. Each station processor is
connected to all the first stage processors. This is a key design decision since it enables data
to be processed and routed from either the AA-hi or AA-lo, at frequencies from 70MHz to
1GHz, to any fibre connection to the central processing systems. The station processors are
also responsible for beam-forming the aperture arrays at the station level.
Next Proc. Bunker
n x Optical
fibres per 2nd
stage processor

Bunker-n
1st Stage Processors

Mid P1
Mid P2

.

To Correlator

AA-hi

Station
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.
.
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…
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.
.
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Control
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Figure 13: Station Data Flow
The available data rate from a station is determined by the number of station processors and
the number and data rate of the wide-area fibres they control.
There are two further wide-area connections. First there is a control network to set up the
SKA and program the operational mode of the station. The control network is linked into all
the processing systems within the station. This network also handles the condition and
performance monitoring of the instrument. The second wide-area connection is the phase
transfer network which is being developed over a fibre network, though in some instances this
will be a primary time standard maser depending on the distance from the core.
6.4.

System Temperature for AA-hi

The AA-hi will have approximately 30 million receiver chains, each requiring an amplifier. At
frequencies above 500 MHz the sky temperature is low: 16 K at 500 MHz, dropping to 8 K at
750 MHz. Thus for the AA-hi frequencies, especially at the upper end, the receiver
temperature contributes significantly to the system temperature. Reducing Tsys inversely
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increases the sensitivity (A/T) for fixed collecting area: improvements in Tsys therefore either
reduce the cost of an AA-hi system with fixed sensitivity or enable a higher-sensitivity
instrument to be built.
In this costing we take Trec to be 30 K, from SKA Memo 100, and assume a Low Noise
Amplifier cost of ~€1.5. Here we discuss the feasibility of these assumptions and summarise
the current developments in Trec. It is important to note that low cost technologies cannot
compromise on noise performance: the cost savings associated with improved Tsys mean that
higher LNA costs can remain cost-effective if they produce low-enough Trec.
Table 4 shows approximate chip fabrication cost against chip size for a high yield process.
The table indicates that for high volume applications such as the SKA a MMIC must have
high packing density in order to be competitive.
Table 4: Chip fabrication cost v. chip size for a high yield process.
2

Chip size (mm )

Typical yield %

Working
circuits
per 6" wafer

Bare chip cost (€)
at €5k per wafer

1x1

80

12800

0.4

2x2

70

2800

1.8

5x5

45

288

17

7x7

30

98

51

10 x 10

20

32

156

* RFIC and MMIC Technology IEE Circuits, Devices and Systems, series 13

Table 5 below shows on-going projections of device performance within the SKADS project.
Table 5:Device performance projections within SKADS
Technology

TLNA (simulated)

Frequency Band

Bare die cost

GaAs mHEMT *

< 14 K

0.3 – 1 GHz

2€

CMOS **

14 K (demonstrated)

0.8 – 1.4 GHz

0.5€

InP pHEMT ***

28 K

0.3 -1 GHz

1€

* Based on design work at ASTRON, Netherlands using OMMIC 70nm process
** Based on design work at The University of Calgary, Canada using 1mm2 90nm CMOS
*** Based on design work at The University of Manchester, UK using current 1ìm in-house process

The die cost is a MMIC chip cost and does not include packaging or assembly (there may be
some significant benefits in an integrated approach with the antenna). For the SKA a suitable
RF low cost package will be used and should be less than 10% of the overall LNA cost. The
costs shown here all assume high volume manufacturing.
The total cost of the LNAs is also dependent on the receiver architecture. The main scenarios
are shown in Table 6 below.
Table 6: Receiver architecture scenarios
Antenna

Receiver chain

Patch cable

ADC

Balanced

Balanced

Balanced

Balanced

Unbalanced

Unbalanced + balanced

Balanced

Balanced

Balanced

Balanced + unbalanced + balanced

Balanced

Balanced
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Both balanced and unbalanced antenna designs are being investigated; the choice of
antenna element will be made depending on performance parameters such as bandwidth,
radiation pattern, inter-element coupling and antenna loss. The antenna loss is of paramount
importance to the system temperature and is required to contribute less the 5 K if the overall
system noise temperature goal is to be achieved. The choice of antenna element will affect
the LNA design and therefore the LNA cost.
If the antenna element is unbalanced, from a cost, power consumption and matching point of
view a single-ended (unbalanced) LNA design is potentially more attractive (if the required
bandwidth can be achieved). Therefore the second scenario in the table above is most
attractive. The receiver chain will require differential amplifiers in order to connect the patch
cable and ADC. However, these amplifiers will not form part of the receiver front-end and
therefore are not required to be low noise amplifiers. A total of at least 50 dB of gain will be
required to ensure that the patch cable does not contribute significant noise to the system.
Hence, two amplifiers are required in the receiver front-end (cost of about €3 per element per
polarization), a very low noise first stage LNA followed by an amplifier with a good noise
performance but with sufficient linearity to cope with the prevailing RFI environment. Large
CMOS chip designs are also being investigated as part of SKA pathfinder projects where
multiple amplifiers are integrated on one chip. In this case it is more attractive to have a fully
balanced receiver chain from the antenna to the ADC and therefore differential LNAs.
In summary the proposed AA-hi receiver noise temperature goal of 30 K is achievable if
1. The amplifier noise temperature is less than 14 K,
2. The noise temperature contribution from the antenna, coupling and ground noise /
spill-over are all less than 5 K each.
The target Tsys budget at 800MHz, total 36 K, is:
Cosmic Microwave Background

3K

Ground spill

2K

Antenna Loss

5K

Galactic Noise

7K

Noise Coupling between elements

5K

Low Noise Amplifier
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7.
7.1.

Costing Methodology
Introduction and overview

We break the design into a hierarchical series of design and costing blocks. The designs and
costs are developed within each block including continuous communication with the
coordinating team to ensure consistency. The designs/costs are then reviewed as a whole
and the process iterated. Within SKADS there is the essential design study which tests the
conceptual design against the key science projects. This will identify science and design
trade-offs which will be fed back into the definition of the Benchmark Scenario and hence
lead to a refinement of the design and costing model.
We have chosen at this time to implement our cost model in SKADS using Microsoft Excel™
for expediency. The cost model under development will merge all the costing work from all
groups.
7.2.

Design blocks

The system design has been broken down into a hierarchy of design blocks and an identified
individual is responsible for the design and costing associated with each design block. The
first level design blocks are the station, digital signal transport and correlator / central
processing facility. The digital signal transport and central processor are concept independent
elements of the design.
We have used costings from SKAcost for the central processor system, since we have not
been involved in designing or costing these systems and there is no SKA specific information
to draw upon. The central processor consists of two principal elements: the correlator and the
imaging, calibration and storage systems. For the correlator, which is assumed to be an FX
system, we only consider the correlation, ‘X’, part since the frequency division, ‘F’, is already
performed at the stations. We have costed the installation of the fibres in the communication
design block.
The design blocks, placed in context in Figure 14, are as follows:
• Antenna array
• Analogue Data Transport
• Analogue Beam-forming
• Digital Beam-forming
• 2nd Stage (Station) Processing
• Local digital communications
• Digital Data transport
• Clock Distribution
• Dishes
• Mechanical Infrastructure
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Figure 14: The design blocks, showing their context within the whole SKA

7.3.

Costing of each design block

Within each design block the following key elements of the costing strategy are followed.
We attempt to identify all elements contributing to the cost – for example for digital processing
boards we identify separately the costs of processing chips, the boards themselves, racking,
connectors etc. This is important since we expect the cost of different items to scale
differently with time.
The design is costed based firmly on 2007 prices with as far as possible costs identified for all
individual elements. Costs are then projected to a fiducial date of 2011.
Where possible, we include manufacturing costs, development costs and construction /
assembly costs (including labour). We include neither the costs of the engineering and
scientific design nor the costs of any software development.
All cost estimates also include an estimated uncertainty which is propagated through the
model assuming that all uncertainties are independent. This is an oversimplification since
similar components will certainly have correlated costs – e.g. from changes in material costs:
these considerations will be dealt with more fully in the new version of the SKA costing tool.
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7.4.

Known limitation and exclusions

At this time there are a number of elements of the design which we have chosen not to cost
since these are unlikely to make a significant contribution to the overall cost or because they
will probably not differ significantly for different telescope designs. The excluded costs are:
•

Protection against lightning, rodents etc., perimeter fencing; [Site specific]

•

Software development costs for the real-time digital system and control system;
[Relatively small cost]

•

Software development for the correlator and processing system; [Concept
independent]

Other limitations of the cost model we present are:
•

We have not included costs for infrastructural elements such as site access and
power supply to the site;

•

We include no discussions of Non Recurring Expenditure;

•

The cost of beam-forming at the correlator for the high-frequency dish array: this is
beyond the scope of the current programme and is included within the costs of the
correlator;

•

At present we have not considered possible trade-offs between build cost and
running costs.

•

The processing costs may appear low: the cost of the post processing for dishes and
aperture arrays when performing the number of operations scaled from known
systems is of the order 30PFlops. At the time of installation, 2018, the top of the
range supercomputers will probably be of the order 100’s PFlops. It is anticipated that
the cost of 100 PFlops will be ~€100M. This scales to be €30-50M for SKA
requirements, in line with the costs we have used in this document. Currently we do
not have a good model for the back end processing or associated costs within the
costing tool. This is an area of active development within SKADS and will continue,
on an international basis, throughout the PrepSKA project.
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8.
8.1.

Design Block descriptions
Antenna Element and Array

The antenna elements, and their configuration as an array, are one of the major contributors
to the determination of the performance of the AA-hi. While there is considerable effort
ongoing to improve the performance, cost and manufacturability of this sub-system, it is a
relatively low risk component since examples already exist. For this costing model we have
used the established Vivaldi antenna technology being employed for EMBRACE and applied
the latest improvements to that. This means that we would expect to improve on the cost
performance predicted in this model.

Left: Feed board
with location
stubs and grips
that allow for
movement.
Below: Four
EMBRACE tiles

Above: close-up of the
interlocking EMBRACE elements

Figure 15: EMBRACE technology - linked elements

For the AA-hi elements we take the latest design from the EMBRACE demonstrator and scale
this up in spacing from 12cm to 21cm. This design differs from the previous design in that the
elements are made of strong, self-supporting aluminium, removing the need for a separate
support structure (previously the elements were designed as flexible aluminium wrapped
around foam blocks for support). Each dual-polarisation element forms to sides of a square
and clips to the adjacent elements, forming a rigid tile. This design block incorporates the
element, feed and a small circuit board incorporating a low noise amplifier (LNA) with
additional gain and signal conditioning. Based on the EMBRACE costs, we take the cost per
dual polarisation element to be €11.

These components are unlikely to get significantly cheaper over time, since they are
composed of bulk material or relatively small chips. However, the costs could be reduced by
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detailed design and material selection. Due to the very high volume, they would expect to be
tooled for volume production and hence there will be a significant non-recurring expense
(NRE).
Alternative antenna elements, including planar designs are being considered within SKADS
but these are not sufficiently well-developed for further consideration in this document.
8.2.

Aperture Array: Analogue Signal Transport

The analogue links bring the RF signals from the aperture arrays, into the processing nodes.
For the AA-hi CAT-7 cables will be used if the beamforming is done digitally, in the bunker.
For the AA-lo the stations are too large to allow only a few bunkers: instead many smaller
bunkers (processing boxes) will be used: these will collect the signals from the AA-lo
elements via CAT-7 and then, within the box the first stage of (digital) beamforming will be
conducted and then the signals will be transported to the AA-hi bunkers for station-level
processing via optical fibres.
In this costing, the focus of the work is on the aperture array links.
The AA-lo and AA-hi analogue links need careful selection. Their characteristics must be:


Very low cost, due to their large volume in a station;



Ability to carry DC power, for remote powering of the LNA and analogue
antenna located system;



Ability to carry signals up to a maximum frequency of ~1 GHz;



High density to make the connection to the processors possible.

Figure 16: CAT-7 Connector and cable

The specification clearly indicates the use of a
copper link, however, there are potential issues
which will need managing: possible RFI leakage
either conducted or radiated from the processing
node; ensuring that the cable is properly
equalised over the wide bandwidths being used;
potential crosstalk; and the limited length,
~30 m, before the losses at the top frequencies
become unacceptable. The system which
appears most suitable and is costed in this
paper is ‘Category 7 cable’ (CAT-7). This
system, shown in, is designed for 10 Gb/s
Ethernet connections in local area network.
CAT-7 has been developed for a high volume
commodity market, is tightly specified for its
analogue performance and would be expected
to reduce in price over the next few years as
most data networks transfer to 10 Gb/s.

As can be seen from the illustration in Figure 16, each cable has four independent lanes
made up of twisted pair cables which are individually foil screened and then surrounded by an
overall braided shield. This provides good analogue signal performance: low crosstalk,
controlled impedance etc., coupled with high density. One possible connector, the ARJ45, is
very similar to the well-known RJ45, while being engineered for much greater bandwidths.
The ARJ45 is expected to become very cheap with increasing demand and volume.
There may be a tooling requirement for the SKA to provide the exact configuration of sockets
required. For example, it may be necessary to have multiple sockets in a block and mounted
vertically on the board, but it is expected that most of the parts would be readily available
items.
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Special treatment of AA-lo RF-signals
The RF frequency bandwidth of the AA-lo receivers is specified as 70MHz - 450MHz. The
AA-lo design faces similar challenges in terms of packing density as that of the AA-hi: CAT-7
st
cable is likely to be the best option for the AA-lo too. Additionally the 1 stage processing
boards suggested for the AA-hi design could also be targeted at the AA-lo design with only
firmware changes in the processing being required. However, because the bandwidth of AAlo is only half that of AA-hi, this would mean that both signal transport and 1st stage
processing would be underutilised. This suggests that some simple combinational or
multiplexing scheme at the antenna could be considered so that the full 1000MHz capabilities
of the CAT-7 and the boards could be exploited. It has been shown that such a scheme could
reduce length of cable by up to 70%.

Figure 17:Duplexing scheme for AA-lo.
The scheme in the Figure 17 illustrates one method. One polarisation is passed through
spectrally unchanged. The other polarisation is up-converted by mixing with a local oscillator
located at the antenna. The two resulting bands are then summed with the LO signal, thus
st
acting as a carrier for the up-converted signal. At the 1 stage processor board the combined
signals would be sampled together, and in the processor, may be de-multiplexed into two
streams. Variances in the remote LO frequency may be “tuned out” by the processing due to
the Carrier Wave also being received.
There are legitimate concerns about this method, such as:
•

an increase in the system noise floor due to inherent jitter in the remote crystal
controlled local oscillator.

•

the risk of RFI leakage due to LO being located very close to the antenna.

Although cable lengths could be drastically cut using such a duplexing scheme, additional
costs are brought in: the maximum useable length of CAT-7 is reduced to around 20 m when
the full bandwidth is used; this leads to a requirement for more processing boxes per station
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(with fewer elements going into each). The optical fibre transport costs (from the processing
boxes to the AA-station bunkers or back to the CPF for AA-lo “arrays” in the core) also
change slightly with the number of elements per tile. Overall we estimate that using the
duplexing system saves around €11 million NPV. However, we have not included any extra
costs associated with combining the signals: if these amount to more than €4 Euros NPV per
dual pol AA-lo element then the savings would be lost. Reducing the CAT-7 length is also a
potential risk-mitigation strategy since it reduces the total cost dependence on the price of
copper.
st

8.3.

1 Stage AA-hi processing with Digital Beam-forming

This is the dominant processing requirement within a station. Consequently it needs to be
considered very carefully for cost and performance. The organisation that we have adopted is
to use a single system to beam-form 256 dual polarisation elements, organised as a 16 x 16
matrix, referred to as a ‘Tile’. This requires 512 analogue signals to be fed into one
processing system. Note that, though the headline costs we present in this document use
digital beamforming, we have designed and costed an alternative beam-former using
analogue technology, which is described in §8.4 below.
This sub-system is designed to fit onto one circuit board, to keep interconnect complexity
down and the physical size of the system reasonable. The function of the digital beam-former
is to:
•

Receive, equalise and filter the incoming analogue signals from all the elements in a
tile;

•

Digitise each polarisation of each element;

•

Split the wide frequency bandwidth into a number of spectral channels; Apply
calibration parameters to each channel to correct amplitude, phase and polarisation
separation for each spectral channel at the required scan angle (beam pointing
relative to boresight);

•

Form the required beams from a tile – ‘tile-beams’ – for passing onto the station
processors;

•

Steer the tile beams to track designated positions on the sky.
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Figure 18: Signal flow through 1 stage processing.
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Figure 19: Processing flow, stage 1
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Figure 20: Beam-former chip processing
A block diagram of the signal flow from the elements through the 1st stage processing is
shown in Figure 18. It is likely that the initial analogue chips will be custom devices for cost,
size and power reasons. The signal is then digitised, assumed to be 4-bit samples in this
design (this may be reduced after suitable simulations and testing). The data is then passed
into four beam-former processing chips, shown in Figure 19, each covering an 8x8 quadrant
of the tile. The beams formed (details are discussed below) by the four beam-former chips
are then combined in a subsidiary beam-former device to produce the tile beams. Also on the
board is a control processor and time standard distribution to align the sample time of the
analogue to digital converters (ADCs).
The processing is illustrated in Figure 20. A single processing chip will handle 64 dual
n
polarisation elements, a total of 128 inputs. It is important that a single device can process 2
elements – in this case 64 – as this keeps the interconnections manageable. The processing
implements:


10

Spectral separation using a 2 polyphase filter (this number of channels
needs to be checked in simulation). This is done for each input;
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Each complex value for each spectral channel is multiplied by a
predetermined complex coefficient, which corrects time and amplitude for
each channel and a delay is inserted to calibrate out cable delays;



Polarisation is corrected by linearly combining polarisation pairs for each
element and is further predetermined but adjustable coefficients. This will be
adjusted for specific scan angles;



Further correction is made for coupling between elements. This is by a
sparse matrix multiplication covering all 64 elements;



All 64 elements are then put through an 8x8 2D-FFT. This is a very efficient
processing scheme to produce all 64 beams from the elements. This is
performed at each spectral channel;



Beams centred on the required pointings at specific sky positions are then
selected and formed, by interpolating between the relevant adjacent beams
surrounding them with the appropriate ratios around the pointings. These are
tracked over time to produce a stable sky beam;



The beams are then passed to the tile beam combiner to join the output of
the other three beam-formers on the tile.

Although the processing operations have been described in a particular order here, there is
considerable scope for optimising the algorithms and combining processing stages. For
example, the element coupling correction and the FFT are both equivalent to linear matrix
operations on the data, so they can be combined or reversed. Algorithms can also be
optimised to make maximum use of multiplications by factors of unity, i, and powers of 2,
reducing the total operation count.
The beam combiner performs weighted sums of the four sets of beams at each spectral
channel to form the tile beams. The tile beams are passed to specific station processors.
The above description covers straightforward observation situations i.e. full bandwidth, 8-bit
samples and multiple beams. It can be seen that there are many other potential
configurations, e.g. limited bandwidth, but more beams and fewer bits per sample (a
configuration suitable for transient searches). There is a clear trade-off between bandwidth,
number of beams and bits per sample, provided the total data rate available between the 1st
stage processors and the station processors is not exceeded. The flexibility of fully digital
beam-forming is clear. In addition, calibration operations can be done with fine frequency
resolution, improving the dynamic range and cross-polarization response of the tile beams.
Device selection
The key devices in this processor system are the ADCs and the processor chips themselves.
Off-the-shelf devices are very unlikely to give the right performance/cost/power consumption,
but currently available technology can be used to give an indication of the feasibility of each
processing stage. The large number of each type of chip required by the SKA means that
customized devices are quite feasible, even if the NRE is significant. We can therefore
assume that optimised devices will be available and estimate their cost and performance
using the semiconductor industry roadmap (see [7]) and known scaling relations. Since
devices are required in such large numbers, the costing is appropriate for mass-production
devices rather than specialist chips. For example, at present, commercially available ADC
chips which come closest to the SKA specification are too high a resolution (8-bit) and cost
several hundred Euros each; this has to cover the manufacturer’s profit, risk, and R&D costs
over a relatively small production run. For the SKA, with of order 50 million units required, the
costs can be fairly reliably estimated from semiconductor area, pin count, and amortisation of
NRE.
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The first device required is not strictly part of the digital beam-former but is an integral part of
the beam-former board: namely the analogue receiver chip. This has to accept differential
analogue signals from the twisted pair, compensate for the frequency-dependent loss in the
cable and time-dependent gain variations in the gain blocks, and deliver an appropriate signal
level to the ADC. All these functions are relatively straightforward to implement in custom
CMOS silicon.
The ADC has a somewhat unusual specification compared to most commercial devices, in
that it is very fast (~2.4 Gs/s) but requires very few bits (assumed to be 4 for this costing
exercise, but potentially as few as 1.5, i.e. a 3-level sampler, or more likely to be increased to
6 assuming no substantial impact on cost and power to simplify the analogue design).
Complexity and power consumption increase fairly rapidly with bit count, so considerable
savings should be possible compared with, for example, 8-bit ADCs which are commercially
available at up to 3 Gs/s. However we will assume CMOS devices with performance scaled to
the technology of 2011 (but noting that ADCs improve considerably slower than Moore’s law
due to the non-scaling of some analogue components).
The major part of the signal processing, in terms of sheer operation count, is the filtering of
the raw digital signals from each element/polarisation into a large number of frequency
channels. This is done in order to facilitate frequency-dependent calibration and to allow the
subsequent processing to make accurate narrow-band approximations. The number of
channels is conservatively estimated at 1024, leading to an operation rate of around 60
GMAC/s per element/polarisation. Achieving this with general-purpose processors, or even
FPGAs, would be prohibitive in both cost and power. However, the required functionality is
actually quite simple and can be implemented with an ASIC without sacrificing flexibility of the
beam-former as a whole. The ASIC would be clocked at a relatively slow speed (compared to
processors) of a few hundred MHz. This optimises the performance/power ratio.
The initial stage of beam-forming, the 8 x 8 2-D FFTs, is a relatively small processing load
and also does not require great flexibility. This can be incorporated into the first ASIC.
Subsequent processing, including calibration (calibration and beam-forming are linear
processes so can be done in either order), tile beam-forming and steering, and
beam/bandwidth selection, is also a lower processing load but requires some flexibility, and
can be done in a more general-purpose processor. Rather than a general purpose CPU,
however, a more appropriate solution is a massively-multi-core integer processor which is
optimised for high data throughput and is clocked at the power optimum ~5-700 MHz. Such
devices are already in production for video processing in handheld electronics and the
volume required for SKA will justify a customised version.
st

Interconnects between the different chips on the 1 stage processor board and to the next
stage board (station processor) will be via high speed (~5 Gs/s) differential serial lines which
are already used on production devices (e.g. Infiniband, [5]). The power consumption of these
interconnects has been included in the overall power budget.
Physical build
There is a strong requirement to implement all the functionality on one circuit board so as to
minimise interconnect cost and space requirements which results in a cheaper, more reliable
overall system. The challenge for building a processing system of this complexity is primarily
focussed on the ability to connect to the very large number of signals involved. There are:


512 input analogue links carried on 128 CAT-7 cables;



Up to 16 10Gb/s digital output paths to the station processors;



Control network connection;



Time reference input;



Power input.
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2mm pitch connectors
ARJ45 Backplane 7 rows (5 sig + 2 power)

Notes:
1. Mechanical and rack support not shown
2. 4 rows of 32 ARJ45 connectors give 512
differential inputs. Total 1024 connections.
3. Backplane connectors (50mm long) have
125 signal lines per block, plus 50 power
and ground pins.
4. Total signal lines through Euro connectors
is 1250.
5. Main board plugs into backplane carrier
and is individually connected for power and
output.
6. Backplane board permamently fixed into
rack
7. *16 x digital outputs used in digital system
(8 FoVs with 2 polarisations).

Components

Large Power
Connector
Cooling water
port

3.5”
2U

Coolant
Flow

Power

Time Standard
Control network

To Station
processors

~550mm

Overall Sysytem:
Spacing:
No. per rack:
No. of racks:
Connectors (ARJ45) :
Connector pitch
Total connector width:

Beams to
Station processors*

2U (3.5in / 88.9mm)
16 (total 32U)
16
4 rows of 32
0.6in
19.2in / 488mm

Figure 21:1st Stage processor mechanical layout

There is also a requirement to link to the water cooling system. In order to provide ease of
assembly and maintenance it should also be possible to relatively easily remove the
processing board.
The proposed mechanical layout is shown in Figure 21. The system is built on one board of
550mm x 500mm, which is considered to be the largest that can be readily manufactured. In
this design there is sufficient space for the electronic components but the connectivity needs
to be solved effectively.
The bulk of the connections are the CAT-7 cables via ARJ45 connectors. This is implemented
by mounting all the ARJ45 connectors in four rows of 32 on a backplane board which gives
the required packing density. Connection to the processor board is via 2-part, high density
backplane connectors. This gives the required connection density onto the processor card,
enables the processor to be removed from the rack and gives a permanent mechanical fixing
for the incoming signal cables. The rest of the connections are mounted on the front edge of
the card: digital outputs to the station processors, time standard, control network, power
connector and coolant.
The pitch of the board is defined by the size of the backplane which will give a reasonably
relaxed 2U (3.5 inches) spacing. The packing density in a 42U high standard rack gives 16
processor cards with 10U available for rack mounted power supplies. The width of the boards
will readily fit in standard 23 inch racks.
An important requirement for the processing bunker is to prevent self generated RFI from
affecting the antenna systems. The backplane board will be used as part of the shielding
arrangements and may well be used to prevent conducted radiation from the signal cables.
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8.4.

1st Stage AA-hi processing with Analogue Beam-forming

Technology developed in the EMBRACE project is being considered for a first-stage
analogue beam-forming sub-system for the AA-hi. In this model, which has been updated
since the last document, groups of 4 dual-pol elements (8 antennas) share the same
beamforming sub-board which has one analogue beam-forming chip for each polarisation. 8
such boards are then combined to form 4 beams in total: the 700 MHz band is split in two
bands of 350 MHz each, for the 2 polarisations.
In Figure 22 an Octa Unit (OU) is presented schematically, looking down onto the board. One
OU forms an integrated unit including eight antenna elements (4 dual polarisation pairs), a
ground plane and a PCB with LNA and beam former electronics. The example shown is for
an antenna spacing of 18cm (i.e. half-wavelength spaced at 833MHz). The antenna elements
are placed at a 45 degrees angle with respect to the main axis of the PCB (green rectangle).
As shown in the figure, it is not required that the PCB spans the whole area covered by the
antennas. The yellow circles represent the connections between the feed-boards of the
antenna elements and the PCB below an aluminium groundplane. The aluminium ground
plane spans the whole area as covered by the antenna elements.

Figure 22: A single Octa Unit, comprising 4 dual pol antenna pairs.

Eight Octa boards are combines into a tile, in the configuration shown in
Figure 23. At 18cm antenna spacing such a tile is just over 1m on a side (102cm). A centre
board is placed over the eight Octa units combines their signals (see Figure 24). The
resulting signals are transported over four transmission lines to a processing bunker where
they are digitised. Power and control signals are distributed over the same transmission lines
to minimise the number of cables.
Further beamforming then takes place, using processing boards identical to the first stage
processing boards used with digital beam-forming, but with extra back plane boards to enable
512 signals to be collected onto one board (since the lower packing density of the Coaxial
cable compared to CAT-7 means that the Coax connections require more space).
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Figure 23: Eight OUs stacked together in tile configuration.

Figure 24: A logical tile with a centre board.
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Analogue beamforming slightly reduces the flexibility in observing offered by the Aperture
Arrays, since it limits the digital beams to be within the single analogue beam. However,
combining 8 elements with an analogue beamformer leaves an analogue beam which is
roughly 1600 square degrees in size at the frequency of half-wavelength spacing. It is from
within this that the digital tile and station beams must be formed, so although the possibility of
having 2 or more separate (smaller) fields of view from very different parts of the sky is lost,
limiting transient search and pulsar monitoring capabilities, for a survey-type experiment
these analogue beams will meet the requirements. Indeed, as has been mentioned
previously, it is unlikely that a constant FoV of 250 square degrees will be required across the
whole band. The likely choice would be to increase the FoV for lower frequencies for an HI
survey, to improve survey sensitivity to HI mass at higher redshifts: the natural increase of the
FoV limit that is imposed by the analogue beam-forming is in keeping with such a scheme.
The advantages of this analogue beamforming system include possibly lower power
consumption and a reduction in the amount of copper cabling required.
Overall, the distributed analogue beam forming scheme is currently estimated to cost slightly
more than the digital approach: the cost per AA-hi station is €2.73 million (2011) for the
analogue case and €2.35 million (2011) for the digital case: this is a 14% difference in the
cost of a station. The overall difference on the SKA cost is about €56 million NPV (which is
only about 4% of the SKA total budget). Thus, whilst we currently present costs for the SKA
assuming digital beamforming rather than analogue, the two options are both financially
viable at current estimates.
Future work within SKADS and PrepSKA will focus on a generic analogue+digital processing
solution, investigating the optimal number of elements to combine using analogue
beamformers to find the balance between having fewer digital signal chains and limiting the
field of view flexibility. This will provide evolving solutions between SKA Phases 1 and 2.
8.5.

Station Processing including local digital interconnections.
st

The station processors provide the link between all of the 1 stage processing systems and
the wide area communications network back to the correlator. They enable data to be
combined to produce station beams for the aperture arrays.
st

This requires the same number of digital connections into a station processor as there are 1
st
stage processors. The number of 1 stage processors will be dependant on the precise
collecting area and design of the station, however a working estimate is of 220 AA-hi
st
processors and 29 AA-lo processors. Data from these 1 stage processors are fed into the
second stage processors along 10Gb/s Ethernet cable. The total input data rate from the AAhi and AA-lo collectors within a station is of the order of 50 Tb/s, giving a requirement for
6,250 Ethernet inputs. In this design, a station processor board holds the electronics (a
control system, processing chips and laser driving electronics) and each board is connected
to a backplane board that houses the Ethernet connectors. Each station processing board
plus backplane board combination deals with 128 inputs. In total we require 6,250 / 128 = 50
of these boards to take in all the signals: we costs for 52 of these boards per station to make
it a multiple of four.
In total the station processors are estimated to cost €215,000 NPV per AA station. We count
the total cost as 250 x €215,000 NPV even though the architecture will be different in the
core: broadly speaking the processing requirements that are lessened in the AA-hi bunkers in
the core (because the AA-lo data is processed in the CPF) will be offset by the corresponding
extra requirements in the CPF.
Physically the Station Processor boards will be distributed between the four or six bunkers.
This arrangement keeps the interconnections between the first stage and station processors
to a minimum and is easier to implement. For an aperture array, station beam-forming is the
most computationally intensive task. Each of the quadrant processors performs a 2-D FFT on
the tile beams for the quadrant and then passes the result around the communications loop.
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Hi-speed
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Coolant
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Figure 25: Physical layout of the Station Processor board.
There are a great many digital interconnections around the bunker, hence the system must
be both cost effective and low power. The maximum length of a link is limited to
approximately 5 m. This implies that copper links will be the most practical, although in the
timescale of the SKA fibre may become more cost effective and practical. The latest
technology provides a serial path using a differential pair at 6 Gb/s. If the loss between chip
output and the corresponding input does not exceed 20 dB, then a reliable connection can be
made. By using cables and connectors that meet Infiniband specifications ([5]) then cables up
to 5m can be used very cost effectively. Note that the Infiniband protocols are not used since
this is a fixed point-to-point link.
st

The construction of each processor board is similar to that of the 1 stage processors. It is
shown in Figure 25. Each board supports up to eight laser systems totalling 40 Gb/s, see
section 8.6.
8.6.

Wide-area Communications, Clock phase transfer, Control processors and
calibration source

The station links into the rest of the SKA via the communication links which provide wide-area
data communications to the correlator, transfer of clock phase to maintain timing accuracy
and a control network from the operations centre.
Wide-area Communication
This is the SKA communications infrastructure to link each station or dish back to the
correlator. It is a one-way link, with control signals are on the associated control network. This
is assumed to be a fibre network with many fibres per station. The station processors are
responsible for the control and driving of individual fibres.
The system here is designed around a basic 10 Gb/s link which has well established costs for
the driving lasers and receivers. In order to keep the fibre costs down for the Aperture Array
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stations it is efficient to use eight ‘colours’ on each fibre using an optical multiplexer up to
50 km (coarse wavelength division multiplexing, CWDM). Beyond that distance, it is more
cost effective to multiplex 32 channels onto a fibre (dense wavelength division multiplexing,
DWDM,) due to the length of the fibre and the requirement to optically amplify the links. It is
unlikely that faster intrinsic links will be cost effective by 2011, though it is possible that some
cost advantage may be gained with faster devices with full SKA implementation around
2016+.
Commercial transmission equipment is required at distances greater than 480km
OEO regeneration every 800km
Amplified Links
1550nm DFB/EML cooled

1550nm DFB DML uncooled
1550nm VCSEL uncooled
CWDM
0

20

DWDM
40

60

80

100

120

Distance (km)

KEY: DWDM: Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing; CWDM: Coarse Wavelength Division Multiplexing
DFB: Distributed Feedback; EML: Externally Modulated Laser; DML: Directly Modulated Laser
VCSEL: Vertical Cavity Side-Emitting Laser

Figure 26: Optical data transport key technology ranges.

For this system it is important to understand the different technologies used for different
distances: these are illustrated in Figure 26. The short distances are covered by un-cooled
VCSELs (vertical cavity side emitting lasers), this is a new technology, expected to become
mature over the next few years. This brings the costs down very considerably. Conveniently,
more than half of the SKA will be within 20 km of the correlator and can thus use this
technology. Beyond 20 km it will be necessary to use more expensive distributive feedback
(DFB) lasers directly modulated and uncooled up to 50 km, followed by the same lasers but
externally modulated and cooled for stability up to 80 km.
The links longer than 80 km need optical regeneration, which is relatively expensive and
hence we use 32 channels as described above. Beyond 800 km (see e.g. www.serenate.org)
there needs to be optical-electrical-optical (OEO) regeneration by effectively receiving the
signals and then retransmitting them. Because OEO regeneration is so costly the
communications costs per unit data rate increase dramatically for the dishes situated over
800 km from the core.
The cost model also highlights that the costs of the fibre itself will be substantial,
consequently there should be only as much fibre installed as is required. The upgrade path
will be via adding more colours on a fibre or by running each channel at higher speeds.
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Clock Phase Transfer
The basic time standard is from a maser frequency standard at the core. Transferring that
time standard to the stations is done via the round-trip timing of a signal down a fibre link and
providing correction information at a station. This is the system proven for MERLIN using
radio links and is being developed for fibre links.
A Maser clock signal can be reliably transmitted over an 80km distance. At distances greater
than 80km a repeater unit can be used to relay the clock another 80km. A system like this
can deliver a clock from a central Maser over hundreds of kilometres. These are relatively
expensive, but are costed in this model.
Whilst each dish requires a fibre for the clock transfer, in the current model there are 7 spare
fibres going to each dish: so there is plenty of room for the clock signal (likewise, there is also
spare fibre available for the control signal).
Control Processors and control network.
Control processors are relatively standard computers supporting a conventional intra-station
network for controlling all the various processor systems. They are used for configuration and
monitoring of the station.
The link is expected to be a 10 Gb/s fibre from the correlator and computing centre in the
core to the collectors (AA stations and dishes). The same constraints exist as for the main
data network described above: essentially the control link is just another channel on one fibre
within the data transport link.
Calibration Source
The calibration of the arrays in the station is a key function and will take place at multiple
times, including while the system is observing. The basic level is to calibrate each element of
the array using a source which can be received by the very small collecting area of an
individual element. This will require a synthesised wide-band swept source, which will be
used prior to observations.
The concept is to have a transmitter supported by a guyed balloon at, for example, 100 m in
height which will provide a calibration signal to multiple stations in the core and individual
stations further out. Estimates of the cost of this system are included in this model at €10,000
per station.
8.7.

Dishes and Feeds

The Specified diameter of the dishes for the Strawman SKA designs in the SKA Memo 100 is
15 m. We take the dish costs from the costing tool as €219,175 NPV each, including
receivers and electronics. The array of 2,400 dishes then has a total cost (excluding the data
transport) of €812,070,464 (2011) or €526 million NVP 2007.
8.8.

AA-lo Antennas: Low frequency array

This aperture array covers the frequency range from 70 MHz to 450 MHz. The AA-lo stations
will be distributed in a core and also alongside the outer AA-hi stations forming combined
Aperture Array stations.
The AA-lo is not part of the SKADS development, although many of the system, digitisation
and processing techniques developed within SKADS will have direct application for this array.
Initially LOFAR dipole elements were considered but the increased bandwidth (requiring a 7:1
frequency range) means that a new antenna design must be developed. Work on several
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antennas is on-going in SKADS and will continue into Prep-SKA. In this document, to
estimate the costs, a log-periodic antenna has been designed and (approximately) costed: we
estimate about €80 (2011) per dual polarisation element, including support structures and
electronics. These elements are very large: half-wavelength spaced and sized at 100 MHz,
they are 1.5 m wide at the base and approximately 2.5 m tall. It is important to use these
much larger elements in order to obtain the collecting area required in the high sky noise
environment at these frequencies, though it is hoped that alternative designs will not be so
tall. In this costing round we assume that the AA-lo antennas will be placed in a randomised
pattern but with an average spacing of 1.5 m apart. The randomisation of the grid should help
to avoid grating lobes and prevent a sharp drop-off in effective area with frequency above the
100 MHz. The level of sparsing can be placed in the context of the LOFAR low band antenna
stations, which contain 96 antennas over a 100m-diameter circle and operate between 30
and 80 MHz. Thus at its most sparse, the average separation of antennas is about 2.4
wavelengths (at 80 MHz). For the AA-lo stations that we propose, the spacing of 1.5m
corresponds to 2.25 wavelengths at the maximum operational frequency of the AA-lo, 450
MHz. Thus questions about the viability of such a sparse arrangement will be addressed by
LOFAR.
Each station of 180 m diameter contains around 11,000 dual polarisation antennas. Figure 27
shows an example of a possible AA-lo antenna design.

Figure 27: Representation of a possible AA-lo antenna.

Much of the calibration and ionospheric corrections will be imported from the LOFAR
development. The success of LOFAR will have substantial read-across into the justification
for the mid-frequency aperture array.
By using the same processing structures as the mid-frequency array, this aperture array will
be effectively integrated with the rest of the station and provide substantial benefits in
additional bandwidth and field of view.
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8.9.

AA-hi Mechanical Infrastructure

Figure 28: AA-hi Station Layout Showing the Antenna Support Structure and Bunkers
The mechanical infrastructure has been designed to locate, support and control the
conditions of the antennas, electronics and computer systems that form a station. The
concept is to have a complete enclosure which enables an uninterrupted array of elements,
within a single overall enclosure as illustrated in Figure 28.
The antenna elements configured into tiles are part of the roof structure, with sufficient space
underneath to walk, for installation, maintenance and access to the processing areas – or
‘bunkers’.
The antennas are mounted on a groundplane which shields the antennas from ground noise
and provides a mechanism by which elements can be mechanically bound together. The
groundplanes are mounted on a rigid steel framework, which is suspended off the ground
using wooden piles. The choice of wood for this purpose lowers the cost by taking advantage
of the prevalent pit prop and telegraph pole industries in South Africa and Australia,
respectively.
The signals will be fed back to the bunker via Category-7 cable which will be routed along
simple guide rails. These cables will be held in place using straps with Velcro Fasteners.
Suspending all the electronics and cables above ground level will protect them from vermin.
Bunkers

Figure 29: Bunker Containing Processing Racks
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The bunkers, shown in Figure 29, will be situated underneath the array and will provide RFI
shielding from the electrically noisy ADCs and processors held within.
The first stage data processing boards are located in racks secured to the bunker walls. The
cables will be plugged into backplanes through the bunker wall as described in §0, thus
linking to the processor boards. This approach retains the shielding properties of the bunker
whilst passing the cables through the bunker wall. The bunker also accommodates the station
processors: in the outer-station bunkers the data from the low frequency antennas are also
st
processed in the bunker. In the core of the SKA the bunkers accommodate the 1 stage
processing for the mid frequency array only. The second stage processing is carried out at
the correlator. Therefore, in the case of the bunkers at the core of the SKA the signals will be
transported from the bunker to the correlator on fibre. Fibres access the bunker via
underground trenches into the centre.
There is likely to be of order 100 kW of heat to be dissipated from the electronics, which is
expected to be removed using a water-cooling system.
Overall Environment
The protection covering the whole array is a polyethylene sheet which rests on top of the
antenna element supports and is secured at the ground. Thermal protection is provided by a
white reflective cover and by the insulation from the element supports, thus keeping the heat
from the Sun out of the building.
Figure 30 highlights the area under the array which provides access to the bunkers and
underside of the tiles for installation and maintenance. This area is enclosed and insulated in
order to produce a space that can be temperature controlled. The temperature control is
achieved using a liquid coolant system fed through pipe work anchored to the underneath of
the groundplane. Additionally, this produces a cooled ground plate from which thermal straps
can be connected to any electronic components that need direct cooling.

Figure 30: Access to array tiles and bunker
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Cabling to 1st Stage Processors

We have adopted the approach of not having
any digital signals outside of the bunker; this
implies
individual
connection
of
each
st
polarisation of each element into the 1 stage
processors. As discussed in §8.2, we are
considering CAT-7 standard cable. With 128
cable connections to each board, there is clearly
the question of feasibility with such an
arrangement. We have therefore mocked-up a
st
rack illustrating 16 1 stage processors to test
the approach, shown in Figure 31. As can be
seen, with careful planning this is a viable
design.

Figure 31: Cabling to 1st stage processor rack
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9.

Analogue and Digital Beam-forming comparison

A key design decision for the mid-frequency aperture array is the technology to be used to
perform initial beam-forming, and in particular deciding between a fully digital or largely
analogue approach. We begin by reviewing the advantages and disadvantages of each
approach.
Fully digital beam-forming:


Offers almost complete flexibility in observing mode. Even if the total data rate is
fixed at some point in the processing chain (either by the available communications
bandwidth or processing power in the second stage processor) it is a software
enabled decision to reduce bandwidth in return for larger field of view. Even at full
bandwidth the field of view need not be contiguous on the sky.



Allows accurate beam-forming across the full band. After the initial polyphase filter,
arbitrary phase and gain/weighting can be introduced as a function of frequency
limited only by the word length used to represent the data. This facilitates the
formation of accurate beams with low side-lobe levels and, for example, adaptive
nulling.



The power consumption of the large number of components of the digital system is
potentially high and again technology development is essential if the power budget
is to be acceptable.



To avoid self-generated RFI all processing must be performed in a shielded
environment necessitating significant costs for analogue data transport.

Analogue beam-forming:
•

This technology has been demonstrated in THEA and we are confident that
EMBRACE will demonstrate good astronomical performance with an analogue
beam-forming system. A relatively modest evolution of current technology is
required to meet the performance requirements of the Benchmark Scenario in
terms of field-of-view and bandwidth.

•

The amount of analogue beam-forming performed before digitisation can be
designed to reduce the number of digital components to acceptable levels should
their expense and power requirements prove excessive.

•

The analogue beam-former has potentially lower power requirements. Moreover
the analogue system could be located at the tile, reducing the analogue signal
transport costs. However, this also introduces a requirement for a distributed
control system for the analogue beam-formers, and puts more electronics in to the
field where reliability is an issue.

•

Beam-forming is performed by the addition of phase and limited real delay for finite
bandwidths. The beam-forming can only be optimised for the centre of the band
and some distortions are inevitably introduced across the band. The accuracy of
beam-forming is further limited by the accuracy with which gains/weights can be
included in the analogue system. This also limits the accuracy with which complex
gain calibration and polarization calibration can be accommodated. Further
simulation work is needed to determine if it can meet the performance
requirements of the SKA.

With these considerations it is clear that a fully-digital beam-former offers the best calibration
and flexibility performance, provided the technology developments follow the path we have
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outlined above. This is a risk for the design. Analogue beam-forming is by comparison a
lower-risk option for implementation since it is on the evolutionary path of the soon-to-be
proven EMBRACE technology. Within SKADS we therefore intend to take forward the
development of both the fully digital and full first-stage analogue beam-formers to mitigate the
overall risk profile.
As discussed earlier, the digital beam-forming solution currently has a slightly lower expected
overall price than the analogue solution and so we use the digital costs in the totals given
here.
During PrepSKA there is expected to be consolidation of the design philosophies giving the
ability to trade analogue and digital beamforming, depending upon the costs and power
dependencies prevalent at the time of construction. It may be that SKA Phase 1 will be built
with some level of analogue beamforming using true time delays, for wide bandwidth.
Whereas there is general consensus that by the time construction of SKA Phase 2 is
commenced that an all-digital solution is likely to be the most cost and power effective as well
as providing the highest performance.

10.

Future Work

The SKADS Costing team is currently working with the SPDO to develop an improved version
of the SKA costing tool, and to implement the telescope designs developed within SKADS as
models within this new tool. As SKADS draws to a close the costing work is being handed
over to the System design group to facilitate delivery of the final SKADS system design and
costing report.
10.1.

Cost reduction

It can be seen that the total cost of the SKA is projected to be over budget using the
developments we have now or are presently projecting. The aperture arrays, particularly AAhi, are a major contributor to the total capital and power cost. The work following SKADS as
part of PrepSKA, in particular the Aperture Array Verification Programme, AAVP, is focussed
on raising the performance cost ratio to meet the scientific requirements. Here we outline the
approach and the likely target improvements.
The principal ways of lowering the cost of the AA’s are: i) working closely with the scientists to
optimise the specification to optimally perform the most difficult experiments; ii) to improve the
sensitivity, such that less area needs to be built for a specific performance; iii) reducing the
cost of the subsystems and construction due to new technology and enhanced mass
production techniques.
Taking an overview of the major parts of the mechanisms in turn:
Firstly, the detailed specification of the aperture arrays can make a very substantial difference
to the system cost. It is essential that they meet up with the most difficult science
experiments, currently the baryonic acoustic oscillations, BAO, which requires extreme
survey speed capability to large redshifts. This is to discover approximately a billion galaxies
using neutral hydrogen emission. The trade offs include using lower sensitivity (smaller
collecting area) but with substantially larger fields of view; optimising the frequency
range/performance of the aperture arrays to save cost and raise performance. For example
reducing the top frequency supported as a dense array (it will still support higher frequencies
as sparse array) by 10% will reduce the number of receiver chains required by 20%, a
substantial cost reduction. Additional field of view can be implemented with additional
processing power and communications per array, however, the systematic effects would
need to be controlled very precisely. These optimisation studies will be ongoing using the
costing tool discussed above during the AAVP development period.
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Secondly, optimising sensitivity is the most beneficial approach; it reduces cost and power
and maintains performance. Consequently, there is a lot of focussed work within SKADS,
scheduled for AAVP and by other phased array groups globally. SKADS has concentrated on
reducing the noise performance of the LNAs through a combination of exploring the
alternative semiconductor technologies: GaAs, InP, CMOS, etc and the circuit configurations.
While there have been limited physical results within SKADS, simulations for a number of
technologies now show that very low, even single digit noise temperatures for ambient
temperature devices should be achievable. Demonstration of these devices is anticipated
early in the AAVP now that the details of the implementations are being resolved. The LNA
noise performance is only one contributor to the overall system temperature. It is equally, if
not more, important to ensure that the elements themselves are efficient, the coupling to the
LNA is short with minimum noise contribution and the match between the elements and the
LNA are as good as can be achieved over the critical parts of the frequency range. The work
in SKADS has focussed on the electromagnetic performance for a small number of element
types and very substantial progress has been made. The type of element will be selected in
the AAVP. The critical next stage is to have the best integration possible with the LNA and
feeding to the rest of the receiver system. There are clearly great opportunities from the use
of mass manufacturing techniques and spending some reasonable development money on
tooling for best performance. The SKA Phase 1 and Phase 2 can accommodate significant
tooling expenditure due to the volumes involved. The consequence of the development work
is the expectation that Tsys will be significantly less than the 50K used in this costing, certainly
for Phase 2 SKA and ideally in time for Phase 1 SKA. Our target in AAVP is to be less than
40K above ~600MHz and ideally 35K or better.
Finally, the individual sub-system developments have reasonable projected cost reductions
using technologies that we are aware of up to ~2012. Of course, the infrastructural
construction is unlikely to improve in cost per unit area unless there is an innovation in the
construction methods (which is eminently possible, but cannot be predicted), since this uses
commodity materials. The main savings will be from the electronic components, which
dominate the cost of the AA-hi. The overall array system design will have the greatest effect
on total cost, the main example being the number of processing enclosures. By increasing
the number of bunkers (incorporating either RF or digital beamforming), the average length of
the cabling is reduced. This both reduces the cost of the cabling from element subsystem to
processor, which is substantial, and reduces the drive requirements from the analogue drive
chips – which reduces the power requirements. The costs are increased, though, by the
additional costs of many bunkers: power distribution, communications between them etc. This
balance is likely to change after 2012 due to reductions in the cost of short range fibre optic
links and the reduced power requirements of the signal processing chips. The level of
integration available on the electronic devices increases substantially for SKA Phase 2; there
is little motivation for excessive integration in Phase 1 due to there only being a few initial
arrays and that it would need to be repeated for Phase 2 to use the opportunity of
implementing more advanced devices after a further 4 years of industry developments.
Higher integration reduces cost due to fewer devices, which also results in fewer circuit
boards, racks etc. Also the power requirements are reduced from the better technology and
fewer interconnections – which are expensive and power hungry. This document has
assumed 45nm as the technology for the digital devices; this is technology which is becoming
current now and will be almost a past generation in 2012; it is clear that the technology
available for deployment in the major installation of SKA Phase 2 is likely to be about 22nm.
This will provide a substantial improvement in performance, cost and power for all the signal
processing and post processing requirements.
As can be seen there are multiple courses of work to reduce the costs of the AA system to fall
within the budget of the SKA.
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Appendices
11.1.

Target Specifications

Parameter

Memos

Benchmark

Comments

45/69

Low-AA

Mid-AA

Dishes

Low Freq.

GHz

≤ 0.1

≤0.1

≤0.3

0.7

There will be some overlap

High Freq

GHz

≥ 25

0.3

1.0

10

AA cost goes > square law with top frequency

Bandwidth

GHz

25%

0.2

0.7

5

This may be unrealistic for the dishes – but they are just a
single pixel

2

2

2

2

Default linear.

dB
dB

-40
-30

-40
-30

-40
-30

-40
-30

2

200
50
1-10
2
0.33(3/f)

200

100%

100%

Polarisations
Pol error FoV cen.
(after cal) FoV edge
FoV
(total)

0.1- 0.3 GHz
0.3- 1.0 GHz
1.0- 3.0 GHz
3.0- 10 GHz

FoV filling
Max no
2
pixels

of

deg
2
deg
2
deg
2
deg

Number of steerable
FoVs divisions
Scan range
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This is the total FoV made up of all the independent divisions.
2

250

2

(1.0/f)
2
(1.0/f)

5

10 x 10

image

5

100%
5

10 x 10

5

1-4

2-4

2-8

-

±45°

±45°
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These parameters are important for dynamic range. This
spec is only valid for one beam with scan angle <|45° |

100%
5

The FoV could scale as 250(1.0/f) . f in GHz
The high frequencies are defined by a 15m dish natural beam
size. - one square degree at 1 GHz.

The full field of view should be filled with beams

5

This should determine max baseline for full FoV.

1

AA FoV count defined mostly by technology used.
Use large FoV and number of beams to trade sensitivity
Note that AA collecting area drops geometrically, try for ±60°
Dish est. range prior to shadowing degrading beam purity.

10 x 10

±60°

October 2008

Parameter

Memos
45/69

Dynamic range

1

1

Image fidelity
Spectral
1
range

dynamic

@ 0.7 GHz
@ 1.5 GHz
2

FoV x (A/T) x BW

10

6

10

6

10

6

Ratio of peak image brightness to rms noise

10

4

10

4

10

4

10

4

Ratio of peak image brightness to the brightest artefact

10

4

10

4

10

4

10

4

Flatness of bandpass response after calibration

19

5%
18

K

Assumes
50K

>100K

-1

5,000
20,000
20,000
10,000

5,000

2

Dishes

6

1.5 x 10
3 x 1017

mK

Mid-AA

Comments

10

deg2
m4 K-2
Hz

System temp Tsys
Sensitivity @45° elev.
>0.3 GHz
0.3 – 1.0 GHz
1-10 GHz
>10 GHz

Low-AA

5% error
within 1hr

Total power calibration
Survey
Speed:

Benchmark

1.2 x 10

5%

1.8 x 10

5%

2

19

4.0 x 10

50K

17

<30K

10,000
10,000

Assumes dishes use at least 70K cooling

Single pixel feed so can cool for low system temp
Note: this requires increased collecting area from 300-500 MHz
over 500-1000 MHz due to sky noise.

km

>3000

150

3000

3000

Min Baseline

m

20

20

20

20
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2

AAlo:Assumes 4,0000 m /K sensitivity, 380MHz BW, 200deg FOV
2
2
AAhi:Assumes 10,000 m /K sensitivity,700MHz BW, 250deg FOV
2
2
Dishes:Assumes 10,000 m /K sensitivity, 4 GHz B/W, 1deg FoV

The sky noise is v. high for low freq – so lower sensitivity
Reduced sensitivity, trading very large FoV and multi beam

5-10,000

Max Baseline
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This seems to be a questionable spec for a wide dynamic
range

Does the low-freq AA array need long baselines? LOFAR to
define concentration
Assumes AA can use sub arrays within a station.
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Parameter

Memos

Benchmark

Comments

45/69

Low-AA

Mid-AA

Dishes

20%
50%
75%

~20%
50%
75%

20%
50%
75%

20%
50%
75%

%

Concentration:
< 1km
< 5km
< 150 km

Assumes the mid-range AA all the way to the longest
baselines.

Pulsar search may require more concentration of the core.
2 pairs

Independent

Independent

Independent

Bits

8

8

8

8

HPBW

0.1

<0.05

<0.05

0.05

Accuracy for obs.

°/sec

1.5

~0

~0

<1.5

AA slews ‘instantly’

sec

3

~0

~0

<3

No comment

None

None

None

Simultaneous
independent operating
bands
Beam-formed data
Antenna blind pointing
Antenna Slew rate
Slew 0.5 HPBW
Time of day effects

All three collection systems should be usable independently

May wish to modify this for different obs. Trading total data
transport capacity for B/W and resolution

Slew time between adjacent points
Implies that the LNAs will need to be at least temp stabilised

1

It would be better to specify special and frequency parameters in an identical fashion

2

This parameter would be better specified by considering the total data rates across the array. This could be defined using the summation of
beams * bandwidth (this may well be scaled by frequency in order to maintain constant FOV with frequency as opposed to the default 1/f2
function).
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